CONFESSIONS OF A RIFLE EXPERT

MY CHALLENGE TO HOLLYWOOD HOT SHOTS
By ED McGIVERN

KINGS WHO WERE GUN COLLECTORS

TOUGHEST SHOOTING SPORT OF ALL
NATO CONVERSION ALLOWS RELEASE
SMLE NO. 1 MK. III BRITAIN'S FINEST RIFLE

$29.95

OFFICIAL BAYONET $1.95

ENFIELD MODEL
P17 ACTIONS $25.00

IDEAL FOR BARRELING TO NEW 455 WIN. MAGNUM!
Genuine Original Model 1917 (06-69) actions. First of these available for many months. This excellent American made action will also accommodate these calibers: 22-250, 220 Swift, 350-300 W. Also, the following calibers can be accommodated: 22-250, 220 Swift, 350-300 W. This is the Russian third model, with stamped parts. These are rare pro with a full magazine. Guaranteed very good bore and chamber. This is the true assembly. A once-in-a-lifetime collector's item. See below for additional ammo and hunting ammo.

HUNTERS! CONVICATED RUSSIAN RIFLES $14.95

This is the last Russian Model 6-shot bolt action in 7.62MM Mosin rifle, approx. 30" barrel. Mechanically perfect. Outside: good. Bore: fair. Ballistics: 1700 F.P.S. with 150 gr. bullet. An excellent hunting carbin. Carried in France. The Russian workshop uses the type of material used in thousands of these rifles. For C.O.D. send $5 in. RUSSIAN RIFLE AMMUNITION FREE: 20 rounds jacketed ammo included with each rifle purchase. See below for additional ammo and hunting ammo.

MAUSER ACTIONS
SHORT MEXICAN SMALL RING RIFLE MODEL 98

FOR 30/06 REM., 30-06 WIN.

$25.00

This is the last time this rifle was offered in 30/06. Very few made and available for many years. This is the only rifle in the world that can fire the 30/06 Remington, 30-06 Springfield, 308, and 7.62 NATO. All this good for a single action. We have the original, new 30/06 Remington with the most popular calibers available: 22-250, 220 Swift, 350-300 W. Also, the following calibers can be accommodated: 22-250, 220 Swift, 350-300 W. This is the Russian third model, with stamped parts. These are rare pro with a full magazine. Guaranteed very good bore and chamber. This is the true assembly. A once-in-a-lifetime collector's item. See below for additional ammo and hunting ammo.

U.S. ARMY SABRES

Includes genuine chrome steel sheath. MAY ALSO BE PURCHASED BY CITIZENS WHO ARE NOT IN THE U.S. Army. The quality of the blade is the same. SABRES! Few people know that in between wars Solingen, Germany supplied most of the US. (and many other countries). We have received a small shipment which we believe were made for our European occupation forces. This weapon is a 31" overall, finely finished blade with both sides and along concave edge. Engraving includes letters U.S. and C.S. of the United States. Total design is basically unchanged since time of Washington. A fine presentation gift or as a collectible for the serious collector. For C.O.D. send $25.00 each.

MANNLICHER CARABIN CARBINE 6-SHOT BOLT ACTION $19.99

30/06 ENFIELD BARRELED ACTIONS

$32.50

ORIGINAL ENFIELD BARRELS—VERY GOOD CONDITION

American made 30/06 Cal. Barreled actions as issued guaranteed in Very Good Condition. Make your own purchase in the most popular U.S. calibers without additional ammunition. Beautiful presentation blade, blade front, rear, calibrated to 1600 yards. Six shot, bolt action. A very special purchase allows us to offer these at the lowest price ever priced on a first quality barreled action. Supply limited.

GOLDEN STATE ARMS CORP.
307 Arroyo Blvd., 1165 East Colorado Street, Pasadena, California

TO ORDER: Send check, cash or M.O. For C.O.D. send % or more deposit on all orders. All rifles, actions, ammo shipped RR EXPRESS, 90% C.O.D. on $50 orders. 4% Calif. tax. California residents add 4% state tax. 10-day money-back guarantee on all items.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Washington 22, D. C.

THE average American shooter, whether he be hunter, targeteer or plinker, appreciates quality and value. The Firearms International corporation firmly indulges in satisfying the demand for quality and backs it up with service and a genuine effort to provide the highest quality merchandise at a sound and fair price.

$22 SHORT

Compact and light weight. Here is the ideal handgun for the hunter, trapper, and outdoorsman, as well as for all "round plinking." 10 shots quick! Blue, $41.15. Chrome-plated, $45.30. Blue chrome engraved and chrome engraved, $55.25.

ALL F. I. GUNS ARE GUARANTEED FOR A FULL YEAR. PARTS AND SERVICE READILY AVAILABLE. SEND FOR FREE CATALOG, WHICH ILLUSTRATES AND DETAILS THE COMPLETE F. I. LINE.

Wherever you are—Whatever your choice

Check Firearms International
For Sporting Arms of Unexcelled Quality

Firearms International is constantly adding new items to its comprehensive line which enable them to live up to this statement.

The latest addition to the line is the "MATADOR," manufactured by the world renowned house of Aya. The Matador features single selective triggers, selective auto-ejectors, independent firing pins and other features usually associated with shotguns selling for well over twice its moderate cost of $154.00.

As a complement to the Matador Firearms International has the "BOLERO," built on the same action with single non-selective trigger and without the auto-ejectors, for a retail price of $125.00.

Rounding off the shotgun line F. I. offers the Jansen Model 82150, a fine, moderately priced Belgian-made shotgun. In the standard 12 gauge, $139.95, and in the 12 gauge 3" Magnum, $149.95.

The rifle field is headed by the famous F.N. Deluxe Mauser, manufactured by Fabrique Nationale d’Armes de Guerre, Liège, Belgium. With the new F.N. Tri-Range receiver sight in all popular calibers, from .30-06 to .220 Swift, at $150.00. For the varmint hunter F. I. offers the extremely accurate, featherweight Sako Sporter in calibers .22, .218, and .22 Hornet, for a retail price of $135.00. For the hunter and target shooter who wants more weight, the Sako is available in the heavy barrel model, approx. 8 lbs. 2 oz., retail $159.00.

Last, but not least, the Sako is available in calibers .300 and .375 H&H, with Monte Carlo stock and recoil pad.

For the handgun user, whether he be plinker, target shooter or wants a gun for home protection, F. I. has a complete line from the Star Model "P" caliber .45 and the Star Model "A" caliber .45 Long Colt, a favorite with hunters and outdoorsmen at $61.90, to the compact Astra "Cub" at $29.90, less than 4½" overall—which shoots the inexpensive .22 Short. Other entries in the line include the Star Model F, caliber .22 L.R., 4½" barrel, at $41.15. Also available with 6" and 7" barrel, in blue, blue chrome plated, chrome and chrome engraved. Both the Star and the Astra are represented in the .25 caliber with the Models CO and 200 at $37.70 and $29.90 respectively. These models are also available chrome engraved. Rounding off the pistol line are the Star Model SI in .32 caliber and the Star Model Super S in caliber .380 at $46.45. Most models of the Star and Astra pistols are available gold engraved or gold encrusted and make fine Presentation pieces.

For the gunsmith, F. I. offers the F.N. lightweight barrelled action, $74.50, the Sako lightweight barrelled action, $89.90, the Sako heavy barrelled action, $95.90 and $90.00, with and without sights, and the Sako Magnum barrelled action, $99.95, ready to stock and shoot. In addition, actions are offered in the F.N. Standard, $49.30, F.N. Magnum, $61.00, F.N. Benchrest, $52.60, and Sako Short Actions, $68.50.

Firearms International is firmly dedicated to supplying the user of firearms with quality merchandise at a moderate price.
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Peiping, China. From out of the inscrutable East comes an unofficial new world record Olympic-course rapid-fire score, 585 x 600, shot by 22-year-old Red Chinese marksman Chang Hong with a completely inscrutable pistol. Unlike Chang's Soviet counterpart, Evgenii Cherkasov who fires the Russian upside-down automatic, the Chinese pistolman's match automatic is a standard upright type. But with a muzzle brake on the front and a 3-inch muzzle vent extension ahead of that. The front sight has been punched out of the barrel dovetail and is mounted on the foremost extension, giving Chang about 18" of sight radius for maximum scoring. A piece of railroad iron tied to the frame serves as a balance weight. . . . The Chinese shooter's score will not be listed officially as topping the present world record of 584 shot by N. A. Kalinichenko, since the match was not a formal world championship event.

Chicago, Illinois. Despite blustery weather on the first day of the shoot, the three-day Illinois State Skeet Championships started off with some fine scores. Reminiscent of many of the Great Western shoots, the weather improved the following day, and the 20-gauge on Saturday and the all-gauge on Sunday were shot under clear skies but with brisk winds. . . . The shoot really boiled down to a seesaw battle between Al Schuehle of Elmwood Park, Ill., and Jay Swardenski of Peoria, Illinois, with dark horse J. H. Sammis of Peoria making this one of the closest shoots in a number of years. . . . Schuehle won the all-gauge and the 20 gauge by shooting 100 straight with the big gun, along with Swardenski and Ed Mabie, of Evanston, Ill., and John Carver of Peoria. . . . Schuehle emerged as first round shoot-off winner and was victorious in the 20 gauge with a 99, being hotly pursued by Aldo Michelini, Chicago, with a 97, and Charlie Shedd of Chicago, Jay Swarnsenski, and Ross Major of Glenview, Ill., all with 96's. . . . The small-gauge championship was won by Swardenski with a 99, just enough to nose out Deno Burelli and Ed Mabie, both of the home club, with 98 and 97, respectively. . . . Sammis got off to a strong win in the .410 race on Friday with a fine 94, this being just what he wanted to win the all around title with a 383. Swardenski was right behind him with a 381, and Ross Major was the Class A champion with 372. . . . Indie Froelich of Chicago won the Ladies' All Around title with a 385, just nosing out Joan Regenstein, of the home club, with a 353. . . . In compiling the score, India was runner-up in the big gun with a 95 to Joan's 98. . . . India then went on to win the 20 gauge with a 94, while Joan and Lee Mabie of the home club tied with 93's, Lee emerging winner in the shoot-off.

Franklin, Tenn. The Dixie muzzle loading matches sponsored by the Tennessee Gun Collectors Association got under way with plenty of smoke, talk, and good scores during the three-day shoot. Shooters and collectors from six states registered and some 62 marksmen of the ilk of Daniel Boone and Davy Crockett posted some very fine scores. . . . Tops in the Rifle Rest Match was Wendell Kennedy of Aurburntown, Tennessee, with a 95, followed by Kenneth Bumpas of Milton, Tennessee, 94, and the well known riflemaker, R. Southgate third with 92. . . . In the offhand rifle matches with the long barrels waving in the breeze, C. H. Howell of Huntsville, Alabama, copped the 25-yard title with a 91, while Fleming Williams of Franklin took the 50-yard match with a 76. . . . Mrs. Raymond Robinson came to the shoot all decked out in a striped dress and a forty-pound round-barrel rest rifle with a full-length scope and went home to Aurburntown, Tenn., happy, having taken first place in the ladies' 50-yard Rest Rifle match. Second was Mrs. M. H. Parks of Nashville, and third, Mrs. Frank Bisby from Orange Park, Florida. . . . First and second in the 25 yard mus-
ket matches were shared by C. H. Howell and C. B. Haffner. Howell took first in the 25 yard match and Haffner from Franklin took second. Then in the 50 yard musket, "as issue, offhand," they switched, Haffner first, Howell second. These as-issue matches roughly correspond to the big-bore .30 "as issue" military rifle matches but at a little shorter range. Accuracy is affected tremendously by the battering a lead bullet gets in being muzzle loaded. Dixie Rifle Champion is Fleming Williams, with Southgate coming in second and C. T. Keeling third.

Norman, Oklahoma. The University of Oklahoma rifle team championed over Kansas State College by a score of 1881 to 1852 in the first match of the season. Shooting was on Oklahoma U’s "home grounds," but one thing about rifle shooting, unlike football, is that playing the game in your own range doesn't give you any advantage over the visitors. Kansas State was last year's winner of the William Randolph Hearst trophy and champion of the Big Seven conference. Top scoring Sooner was Earle S. Florence, drilling the black for 384. Close teammates were Jonathan Hankins, 376, and Robert Lewellen tying Ken Bailes with 374, and Bob Loschke with 373.

Wilmington, California. Sizzling weather and sizzling shooters burned up a ton or two of shotshells at the fall ATA registered match held at the Long Beach-Dominguez gun club. The biggest crowd of the season was on hand to watch the guys and gals powder the clays. Among new faces in the array of shooters were Joseph M. George of Sunderville, Maryland, and Clarence and George Crill, formerly of Indiana and now residents of Pasadena, California. Johnny Silveira and Lyle Corcoran, both Hollywood sharpshooters, divided top honors, with Silveira having a run of 100 in the 16 yard event one day and Corcoran scoring 100 x 100 at the 16 yard rise the next day. The handicap event ended in a 3-way tie with Joe Chilton of San Clemente, Ed Henke of Ventura, and Bill Sprott of Compton deadlocked at 96 x 100. In the Class A doubles during the Saturday shoot Dave Frank of LA took top honors with 97 and Claire Schroeder shot well in Class B with 91. Sunday was no day of rest for Bill Harrison of LA who fired a good 96, to lead a close field of top local talent. George Ross put on his bifocals for long distance to bring down 95 of the flighty clays from 25-27 yards in Sunday's handicap shoot. The club put on a show with colored movies of the Grand American at Vandalia.

New Orleans, La. Earl and Joe Grego made it a two-man duet for first and second at the N. O. Police Revolver & Rifle Club last monthly meet. Earl fired a 288 and Joe 280, both with the .38 revolver. Earl in the .22 Camp Perry course dropped nine points for 491 which is still pretty fair shooting. Only seven club members fired, but the turnout really showed who was interested in shooting.

Middlefield, Conn. Powder-burning on the Blue Trail Range drew 82 senior entries and 13 youngsters for the 19th annual state smallbore championships. Miserable weather, cold and rainy, made shooting conditions tough but the muddy track did not dampen the enthusiasm of the shooters who made the best of it. Match No. 1 at 50 meters with any sights fell to the dead eye of Master G. G. Bassett who scored a possible and 29 X's, followed by J. J. Crowley who dropped one point but drilled closer with 34 X's. First expert was J. W. Murphy with 398-27. Two Stratford, Conn., PAL youngsters shared honors with M. Farrantello scoring 396-23 for high sharpshooter and Barbara Chaffee posting 395-20 for high marksman. Over the Dewar course Frances Lynn won the Ned Moor trophy and a cash award, firing 399-25 for high overall. In the 200-yard any-sight event Fred Spencer earned the winner's spotlight with 198-8. Don Bush scored high expert with 196-9. This was a tough match because it came at the end of the day and the shooters had taken about as much rain as they could stand. The Junior match was shot at the same 200 yard range and 35 young shooters provided keen competition. They scored by "X's" since for one-two-three they all fired a possible 200.
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Askins Vs. Bolt Action Rifles

Have just reread the exceptionally fine article concerning the obsolescence of the bolt action rifle in the current issue of Guns. You’ve certainly pinned back a few ears—well done!

I’ve long felt, as does Colonel Askins, that the bolt action is far from the ultimate in a hunting rifle.

Roger Rotzel
Baldwin Park, Calif.

I have just read Col. Charles Askins’ article in the November issue, “Is The Bolt Action Obsolete?” I’ve never read an article in your magazine that upset me more.

In my opinion, Askins is all wet and it’s time he quit being so one-sided in his articles.

Concerning the bolt action being slow, I’ve got a Remington 721 .270 and I can empty five shots within 20 seconds with accuracy—and I’m left-handed. Sure, the gun manufacturers aren’t bringing out any new bolt actions, because there isn’t much to improve on them. The average hunter nowadays wants more firepower, but is he getting the accuracy that can be obtained from a bolt action?

Askins listed the ammo sales in his article and the .30-30 is in first place. Naturally, because there are more Model 94’s sold than any other gun. But how will it stand up at 300 or 400 yards against a bolt action rifle? Do bench-resters use lever or semi automatic guns?

As to making the shooting of game illegal over 300 yards, it’s out of the question. He sure didn’t read “Elk Hunting” in your magazine that upset me more.

Is it right to condemn an old reliable rifle like the bolt action? I don’t see what Col. Askins has to gain by an article like that, except enemies.

I read your magazine and usually enjoy the articles.

James A. Benedict
Grand Rapids, Michigan

I received my copy of Guns a couple of days ago, and have just about read everything in it.

About Charles Askins article on the bolt action. I have been of the same opinion for the past 25 years, but never voiced it, or knew of anyone else of the same mind until I read his piece. The lever and slide actions have it all over the bolt. The autoloader is a freak, and an ammunition waster. A single gun would do a better job.

H. C. Schuttpek
Renton, Washington

The November issue of Guns came to hand this morning and I want to compliment you on the excellence of that magazine. I was especially interested in the write-up on bolt action guns by Colonel Charles Askins. That’s an extremely informative story and has a lot of meat in it, as is usual in writings by Colonel Askins.

I consider him today the outstanding gun writer of the country. He knows what he is talking about; he writes exceptionally well and the shooter who will pay attention, will learn a lot from every one of his articles.

H. C. Russell
Federal Cartridge Corporation
Minneapolis, Minn.

Machine Guns and Legislation

I would like to give Guns magazine a pat on the back for the articles on gun legislation and the occasional articles on automatic weapons. Others seem to shy away from anything to do with machine guns.

Wm. J. Springer
Las Vegas, Nevada.

Wants More Collector Stories

When I first began to buy Guns more than a year ago I was purely delighted with the material and the way it was presented. I found a very well-handled balance between articles for the modern gun, collector and shooter and the antique gun collector and shooter.

All other purely “guns” magazines had disappointed me simply because most of the articles were written by professorial geezers who seemed to feel that writing a doctor’s thesis on their subject was the way to get readers and impress them with all the writer knew (or didn’t know). In other words, “they were overcome by the effervescence of their own verbosity.”

In your magazine I found the exact opposite: interesting articles by men who knew their guns who also knew basic journalism, English diction, and how to use a well-turned verb. On your writing, my opinions have not changed.

However, your old-gun, new-gun balance has shifted markedly away from the old to the new and believe me I’m truly disappointed. I like to read the stories about new guns so long as I can also peruse a real flavorful story about how some fellow refurbished his old Kaintuck.

My subscription will expire, I suppose, in about another nine months. At that time I’m afraid I’ll drop reading your magazine unless there are some changes made. What happened to your old “nose for news?”

Dick House
Olmsted Falls, Ohio
Ed McGivern's challenge to the Hollywood gunfighters is a rip-snorting start-off for Guns Magazine's third year of bringing to readers timely, provocative, factual and fascinating articles about guns and the people who make and use them. McGivern is along into his 80's now but the old sparkle which has made his scholarly book, "Fast and Fancy Revolver Shooting," one of the greatest classics in arms writing flashes forth as he lays it on the line for the top guns of the wild, wild west in Hollywood.

A challenge to cowboy stars is McGivern's theme—to get the men in the entertainment world who very literally live by their guns, to show just how fast they really are. And they don't have to pit their leather slapping skill against somebody else, loser to die, but against the cold and impersonal precision of McGivern's elaborate, modern, and infallible electronic timing devices.

A little on the spectacular side is the lavish spread of photos of "Kings Who Were Gun Collectors." Royalty in years gone by, with no one limiting their expense accounts, spent fabulous amounts on fine firearms. But these noble collectors were also royal sportsmen, and knew the thrills of the chase for hind and hare, as well as the more relaxed enjoyment of the connoisseur with a beautiful gun, a work of art. Ron Spillman turns back to the pages of history to relate the story.

Gun cranks who can't resist the lure of the lathe and the swiftly curling white chips of clean metal will get a bang out of Nils Kvale's short magnum for Mausers. By following Kvale's directions owners of war trophy Mausers will discover they have a highly serviceable gun with excellent bullet weight and power to match the magnums—all at nominal cost. Kvale is chief test engineer at the Swedish Norma ammunition plant.

Colonel Charles Askins offers a sparkling bit of leaven to the loaf with his bare-all "Confessions Of A Rifle Expert." Historically, gun writers are all experts in the field, accomplished at drawing the long-bow, as well as shooting with the rifle. But Askins, who has garnered a bushel basket of assorted gold medals for straight shooting, frankly admits that on more than one occasion he has missed.
You can Reload Your Fired Shells for Less Than 40c a Box?

It gets to the point that if you like to shoot, you have to reload. Box of 20 .30-06 shells including federal tax cost you about 20c each per shell, yet you can safely and easily reload them with C-H Reloading Equipment for as little as 2c a shell and save the difference. In addition, ammunition that is custom made is more accurate and packs the power you want.

Your sporting goods dealer or gunsmith is "headquarters" for C-H Reloading Equipment and reloading supplies. See him; he will be happy to introduce you to the BIG advantages of making your own ammunition.

C-H RELOADING EQUIPMENT

C-H DIE COMPANY is the world's largest manufacturer of reloading equipment, your guarantee for unequaled performance. See your dealer or for further information write today.

FREE!
Send today for Free brochure "How To Select - Reloading Equipment", and illustrated catalog.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
C-H DIE CO., P.O. Box 3284, Dept. G-1
Terminal Annex, Los Angeles 54, California
Gentlemen: Please rush me FREE literature today!
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY...STATE
The name of my sporting goods dealer or gunsmith is

Outsides his back door one morning, farmer Victor Piecyk of Ashford, Conn., spotted a bull moose, the first seen in the area in over 100 years. Almost immediately the state game department passed a law making moose-hunting illegal in Connecticut. When asked why they had never passed such a law before, the game officials said, "For about the same reason we never had a law against shooting elephant."

In Michigan a hunter wounded a deer with his last two shells; then the animal turned and charged him. The terrified hunter swung his rifle and broke it over the deer's skull. Before it regained its senses, he tied the deer to a tree and waited until it died.

A story making the rounds: two sportsmen found themselves against a stone wall, shooting along it at a clump of trees. Suddenly a red face popped up from the other side of the wall. "Hey, watch it!" said the face angrily. "You almost hit my wife."

"I'm terribly sorry," was the reply. "Tell you what, have a shot at mine, over there."

The hunting feat of a 13-year-old Alabama boy, Chandler Bramlett, of Mobile, is the talk of Fish and Wildlife Service officials. He bagged two banded blue-winged teal on a single excursion into the marshes near Mobile. Frederick C. Lincoln, a Fish and Wildlife official, says he has hunted birds himself with fair success for 35 years, but has never brought down a banded bird.

Nelda Ruth Snodgrass, Oklahoma A & M freshman, puts to shame most Oklahoma male marksmen. The brunette coed has won seven titles in Southwestern rifle meets, recently scoring a 400 possible in a tournament.
To name my favorite gun poses a problem because skeet is a four-gun sport. In the .410, 28 and 20 gauge events, I use a special grade Browning over and under with interchangeable barrels on a 12 gauge stock, so for three events I have the same stock, the same trigger pull, and equal balance regardless of the barrel gauge. However, in the 12 gauge event I use a Remington Model 870 pump with Cutts compensator, if for no other reason than because I have broken good scores under all shooting conditions.

By S. W. "SEBE" SEYBOLD
Trap Champ and Hotel Greenbrier Instructor

My favorite guns in my trade are my Winchester Model 12 trap grade pump and my Parker single trap. Shooting these guns for years in competition, I have yet to have anything go wrong during a shoot. With that kind of luck you just can't help going along with the Winchester and Parker.
New Gevarm .22 Automatic

A LITTLE RIFLE, one of the best-finished pieces of machinery in today's small-bore line, is being offered by Tradewinds of Portland. Branded the "Gevarm," this eight-shot .22 long rifle automatic is a switch on the usual French materiel. Remembering some of the military equipment chopped out in France during World War II, it is no wonder that gun cranks are generally sour on gallic merchandise.

But the Gevarm is nothing like that—it is a top-grade firearm and a pleasure to plink. Bluing is excellent, polishing is nothing less than superb. The stock, a racy sliver totally unlike the clubby American "handles," is of light wood but with a finish that completely fills the pores and which tops off with a soft, dull-sheen surface. The schnabel forend is unusual, but not out of keeping with the rest of the gun. The exotic double-diameter barrel must cost a mint to make, but that isn't all. Fitted to the barrel, forward of the receiver in the position typical of military training rifles, is an adjustable windage-elevation sight of military pattern that shows the random marks of 100% hand filing and finishing. It is probably the most costly thing in the whole gun, but really isn't worth a sou. Tradewinds is slightly apologetic about the sight—they are at this time unable to make any price adjustment with the maker, so whether they leave the sight on or take it off, the rifle costs the same. The front sight is a little rocky, too. While of fundamentally good design, (it resembles the Lyman aperture insert Model 17A), the French sight apertures need careful hand fitting to align them for correct sighting. I found that the apertures were all on the bias and gave a cock-eyed look to the sight picture. But the tubular receiver is neatly grooved for tip-off mounts, so fitting a scope such as one of the little Weavers or Mossberg outfits is easy and a good solution to the sight problem.

This cap buster is the answer to the ammunition makers’ prayer. The clip takes 8 shots but after popping off the string I always was left with the impression that only five had been fired. So there is nothing else to do but load 'er up and try again. The inducement to burn up ammo in this little rifle is strong; and it's fun. We held the gun tightly while a friend tickled the trigger. The burst sounded like a tiny tommy gun, but there was no actual full-auto firing and the disconnector worked surely each time. This is due to good, solid design of the trigger assembly, for the rifle has no firing pin and fires from an open bolt. Each time the trigger is pulled, the bolt jumps forward, shearing off a round from the clip and busting it square across the behind with a big rib on the bolt front.

I was having trouble with some misfire in a batch of ammo that we were using in my Walther PPK. But when I put the shells, complete with their firing-pin dents from other firing pins, into the Gevarm, the bolt busted them soundly and they fired. The makers, Gevelot Brothers in Paris, claim that the bolt rib which strikes two points on the rim at once, makes the gun shoot "stronger." Dizzy as this may sound, it may be true, (Continued on page 40)
OREGON MYRTLE BLANKS & STOCKS: Rifle blanks, $5.00 to $7.00. Inletted stocks for all rifles, $7.00 to $12.00. Some Seconds, All Grades, 50% off.

"FOREVER YOURS" Modal (shown above) or 16 gauge, 26" or 28" M.F.

FLAIG'S LODGE
7 Ibs. Heavy weight $79.50. (97.50 additional for the Douglas Premium Grade Barrel). $12.50 additional for NEW ENGRAVED FN ACTION.

OVER-UNDER SHOTGUNS
has over-guiding proportions and perfect balance for hunting.

RARE TURKISH - CIRCASSIAN WALNUT RIFLE BLANKS

FULLY DRIED. Extraordinary figure. From $15.00 to $50.00. $5.00 additional, if turned and semi-inletted.

Action
F. N. ACTIONS IMPORTED-LITE WGT. vadumum steel barrels, blued with ramp (.220 Swift, .250-2000, 270, 7 mm or .30-06), $74.95. F. N. ACTIONS, Boehler 24" proof steel barrels, semi-octagon ribbed, matted, Sheared head in ramp. 250-3000, .700 at muzzle, $79.50. F. N. ACTIONS, Enfield special, 18 pieces—NEW—$6.00 Prepaid.

Sako Actions on 26" d1/2# med. heavy ACKLEY

New！KRAG 2-Groove 30-40 BARRELS

New！MAUSER ‘98 2-Gr. BARRELS

ACE TRIGGER SHOE $2.00
For most rifles, shotguns and handguns.

NEW .34 LEATHER MACHINES
For narrow swivels, $3.50; plain $3.00.

FLAG'S LODGE
MILLVALE, PA.
MY CHALLENGE TO HOLLYWOOD HOT SHOTS

Ed McGivern is now in 80’s but still enjoys guns as his hobby, challenges Hollywood stars to try speeds on electric timers for proof of quick-draw claims.

FASTEST PISTOL WIZARD OF ALL TIMES
SIZES UP CLAIMS OF MOVIE AND TV STARS ON GUN SPEED AND OFFERS TO TEST REAL ABILITY OF FILM COWBOY HEROES WITH ELECTRICAL TIMERS

By ED McGIVERN

There is a deluge of amazing statements coming from Hollywood these days about quick draws and related fast gun-handling performances. These new wonder shooters are men of the entertainment world who use guns in their moving pictures, while impersonating various famous characters of early western history.

Hollywood claims of lightning draws and magical leather-slapping have attracted the attention of a great number of my friends all over the country, and my associates in studying trick shooting. They have ganged up on me, demanding some explanation for these seemingly improbable filmland stories. They have asked for a series of tests and experiments to be conducted with the use of our extensive electric timing equipment and accessories, designed for the express purpose of removing error from timing fast gun-play.

My friends have asked me to clear up some of the very doubtful sounding details set forth in several of the more elaborate descriptions of these near-miraculous accomplishments in Hollywood.

If all the claims from Hollywood are true regarding the gun speed of current Wild West performers, it is highly improbable that Wyatt Earp, Wild Bill Hickok, John Wesley Hardin or any of the old-time gunfighters would have lasted through more than one swift exchange in a shoot-out in Ciro’s against the actors who portray them in movies and television. The greasepaint boys would mow ’em down.

These Hollywood hot shots are seemingly carrying on a long-standing tradition. For many years, gun-smart movie addicts have been startled by Hollywood’s disregard for gun facts and gun history. The old wisecrack about the early Henry rifles—that you “load ’em on Sunday, shoot
THE ED McGIVERN STORY

Anyone seeking any knowledge of the history of fast and fancy shooting in America would have to go to Ed McGivern, the Montana gun wizard who holds all recognized marks for quick draw and speed accuracy. Now living in Great Falls, McGivern is in his 80’s now. His own draw-fire-and-hit records, verified with the best electrical timing devices and by qualified witnesses, stand at from 2/5ths down to ¼ of a second. McGivern has spent the major part of a lifetime at speed-shooting and at timing speed-shooting performances and is well qualified to write about Hollywood claims to new gun speed records.

Hugh O’Brian’s fast gun-play in TV show “Wyatt Earp” is supposed to be ¼ to ½ second but some fast-talking movie men claim fast draws of 1/10 second.

Precise timer incorporating a 1/100 second clock with series of electrical contacts for attaching to guns and equipment was specially designed by McGivern to give accurate results.
Testing electric timing equipment, Ed McGivern is given hand by two aides, Bernice Peterson and Charles Troy, who are students of fastest shooter.

For timing two-man duels to see which shooter wins with no blood spilled, McGivern built synchronous motor-driven drum with electric recording pencils.
In approved western style Broderick Crawford and Glenn Ford stalk each other in movie, “The Fastest Gun Alive.” Crawford draws and looses a volley by fanning, which is remarkable as he uses un-fannable double action.

and-fire time of .36 of a second. This is slow by Ojala standards but it’s real good shooting, amigos; real good shooting. And O’Brien puts his dinero right back of his talk. He offers to bet $1,000 that no moving picture-TV performer can out-draw him, proceeds to go to the loser’s favorite charity.

This challenge by O’Brien brings up a question somewhat bigger than man-to-man shoot-out between two moving picture-TV personalities. Claims about “the fastest gun alive” have been going the rounds for a long time—claims by exhibition shooters, law enforcement officers and others, as well as by the boys from the studios. How about a quick-draw match pitting all of the Hollywood swifties and anybody else who cares to enter, against accurate, unbiased timing devices, to see how fast any living man actually can get a gun out of a holster, fire it, and put a bullet into a fair-sized predetermined target?

The prospect of such an impartial test, not monitored by human beings holding stop watches, and subject to human error, but by the rigid timing discipline of electricity, offers interesting possibilities.

Arvo Ojala (left) who claims draw and fire as fast as 1/10th second trains stars like Tab Hunter. Marilyn Monroe and Rory Calhoun have been students.
Ed McGivern still enjoys shooting today even though afflicted with arthritis. He is a legal expert on firearms.

Nearly all these "gunmen" of the entertainment field use the regulation drop loop western holster, right, left, or double according to the story of the film. This type of holster hangs low by the knee, and places the butt of the revolver near to the shooter's hand. Such holsters are usually the kind mentioned in western writings or pictured in the movies.

A uniform quick draw, either for exhibition or demonstration purposes, or for combat training, consists of starting with empty or open hands, from any position preferred, but with hands off of and entirely free from the gun. Then, at a signal agreed upon as a danger signal, the shooter reaches for his gun which may be carried in any preferred holster or rig. The gun is drawn in any manner preferred, cocked or used double action. The gun is then fired a sure hit shot at any target designated beforehand. The completed performance should be timed correctly from start of hand movements to finished hit.

Timing this performance requires elaborate and reliable equipment, electric and/or photographic devices. Timing by hand stop-watches is often erratic to a great degree because of the human error involved in the starting movements. Such motions are very difficult for the human eye to detect instantly, so as to make the observer start the watch instantly. And starting the watch at the exact moment the draw starts, is necessary for accurate results in timing records. A slight error at starting and stopping may seriously confuse results.

Certainly this would be true in regards to reports of tenth-second draws by at least one Hollywood hot shot. But our electric timing units in hundreds of tests by very fast performers, support our belief that no one has ever accomplished such a quick draw.

Anything below quarter-second or three-tenth second draws, complete with reasonably well-placed hits and controlled bullet grouping, (Continued on Page 58)
ALTHOUGH HE HAS KILLED MORE GAME THAN MOST MEN EVER SEE, VETERAN SHOOTER AND HUNTER STILL ADMITS THAT HE SOMETIMES MISSSES, AND GIVES SOME COLORFUL EXAMPLES IN INDO-CHINA

One of the things that I like best about hunting in the game-rich Asian peninsula of Cochin China is that the critters grow big and you can work in close. Me, I'm one of these two-bit shooters who don't hit very well. I like lots of target, and the closer it stands the better. If sometimes I have to back up slightly to get the gun to shoulder, that's bueno, muy bueno. I've done a lot of missing in my day. Not so much lately in Indo-China where the game may range from a half-ton up to four or five, but I can remember times and places where the score didn't look so good.

Now this is a sad admission indeed from a member of the clan of gun writers. Most of the breed are self-professed one-shot men. They fire once, always at anywhere from 400 yards out to seven furlongs, at running game—and death is inevitably instantaneous. On the target range, these sharks cluster shot groups in minute-of-angle spreads, whether at 100 yards where a two-bit piece will cover 'em all, or out at 400 where a minute of angle subtends a scanty four inches. Me, I ain't that good.

Over the years that I have been
burning nitrocellulose, a shooting stint that has accounted for a modicum of bloodletting on four continents, the Red Gods have seen fit to permit me to scrape down a game head or two. This I have done generally by working up so close the poor critter damn nigh suffered from powder burns. I learned in the Border Patrol a few years back that in shooting smugglers the in-fighting was more productive of a higher tally. It is the same with trophy game. Given my choice, I'll devote a handful of hours to crawling up to where I can deliver a slug from good sixshooter range. There's a man-size charge in being in there where you can thrill to the slug's impact, see the game flung upward and backward from the full power of the gun and cartridge hard off the muzzle. And—you get hits.

Shooting a game animal at 400 yards is about as thrilling as blasting him with an atomic bomb. It is the lazy man's way, the way of a novice who doesn't know how to stalk, doesn't know the skill or the thrill of stalking. Too often, the out-of-range shot results in wounded game that must be tracked down. And since the average hunter can't track, this means that the cripple will be left to suffer agonizingly and finally die. There ought to be a law against 400-yard shots at living game.

In spite of something less than the sensational ability with the rifle proclaimed by some of my contemporaries, I sometimes scratch down a trophy head. Not infrequently, however, this is only after a generous expenditure of gun fodder. I subscribe to the theory that Winchester, Remington, Federal and the others are in the ammunition business to make money, so when hair is in the sights I am loath to spare the horses. While shooting red-leg partridge along the Mediterranean, I found that when I was in peak form I needed four to five shells for every bundle of feathers brought to bag. If all our 16 million shooters were equally generous, the big companies could raise salaries.

All of us remember our good shots and forget the bad ones. This is marvelous for the ego and provides material for tall over-the-highballs hunting fables. I can spin 'em with the best. I well recollect one summer, the last of my three years as a forest ranger, when I killed 53 coyotes. It was up in the Jicarilla Apache country of northwestern New Mexico, a land of mesa and rimrock, of rugged canyons and...
broad prairies, a land filled with lions, coyotes, wild horses, and sheep.

I tagged these 53 little wolves with a .32 Special carbine with open sights. It was good for about 75 yards. Beyond that, it was like three-card monte: sometimes you hit, more often you don't. I always tell this 53-coyote story with gusto, but I omit the rest of the story—which is that I missed two wolves that season for every one I killed.

I did some hit-and-miss shooting in World War II also. Before the Normandy circus, I was up in that funny little water-logged province known as Wales. There were a good many red deer in the forest and I decided the mess needed some relief from ox-tail

Muntjac or barking deer was killed cleanly by Askins with .44 Magnum revolver. But another was missed at 25 yards, “just good pistol range,” with two shots from powerful .450-400 elephant rifle used by him in Asia.

“Solitaire” gaur bull was found two days after being hit with forehead shot, delivered just too low, from Askin’s pet .450-400 lever action Alaskan big-game rifle.

Total of 53 coyotes were killed by Askins one season with .32 Special carbine like this M336 Marlin. But he seldom talks about 150 others which missed during same period.

Seven-shot .450 group on gaur proves (1) that Askins can hit as well as miss, (2) he “doesn’t spare the horses” when given a target, (3) some game takes a lot of killing.
Favorite dog and gun accompany Askins on bird shoot in Southwest where he learned hunting from his famous father, Major Charles Askins Sr., top shotgun authority.

Misses played small part in winning these handgun trophies, collected during Askins' swift rise to world champion target pistolman before entering army service.

soup and bully beef. I sallied forth one morn in May when day blossomed about 3:30 a.m. I got into a herd of the tiny deer by good light and singled out a handsome buck at a distance of not more than 40 paces. He stared at me with that "there's another of those bloody Yanks" expression on his face, and I aimed to part his hair just above his cowlick. But something went wrong. As the carbine cracked, he swapped ends like a cutting horse and got yonder. I'd missed him, clean as a whistle, at a range just a mite long for a Daisy air rifle.

In Africa, I shot gazelle on the Sahara, Barbary goats (he's called a sheep but the stinker is a goat) in the Atlas Mountains, and pigs in the cork forests near Philipville. I hit some of these targets, missed others. Much later, we crossed the beaches, negotiated the apple orchards and hedgerows of Normandy, sampled calvados (a dainty libation to make vodka, resemble ginger tea), and fetched up in the great Forest of the Ardennes, home of the great Red Stag, and roebuck by the thousands—and boar.

I recollect most vividly my first pig.

I was not exactly a tyro when it came to gunning boar. I'd killed nine among the cork trees of Algeria. But the swine of the Ardennes taught me a thing or two. I was stationed in a fire lane, a channel some 20 meters in width stretching for miles through the black spruce. I had located myself where the lane formed an elbow and, safely tucked away beneath a dripping conifer, I watched the unbroken wall of foliage before me.

Suddenly, without so much as a sound or the rustle of a single branch, a great boar burst into the clearing. He was in seventh forward speed. Mouth open, great tusks bared, he trod the spongy turf as silently as a hunting leopard. He was there and gone. The hasty shot I snapped after him was so wide of the mark that, to my slightly popeyed gaze, no acceleration in the game was visible.

I was pretty indignant at this schwein. I somehow had the idea that these continental aristocrats would be more gentlemanly. This hoary old tusker, and certain adventures I had with the hirsch, the Red Stag of the Ardennes and later in that gloomy German wood known as the Forest of the Hurtgen, taught me different.

We traversed the Hurtgen (and a bloody passage it was) and finally fetched up on the banks of the Roer. The river had been flooded by the Whermacht in anticipation of our arrival. It was done simply by throwing open a series of dams just above the village of Schmidt. Schmidt had cost the 28th (Pennsylvania) Division 2600 casualties over the Thanksgiving holiday and was unpleasantly remembered by all of us.

The Roer flowed hard by Duren, a town once boasting 25,000 population and said to have contained more millionaires per capita than any burg of similar size in all the fatherland. On our side of the Roer was a village, and from the houses lining the bank to the Duren village square was about 320 yards. This was long range for a sixgunner like me, but I climbed into the third story of a sizeable mansion and studied the Durenstrasse through a 20X spotting scope. Precisely in the middle of the intersection was an heroic monument to that old warrior, Bismarck. The 100-bomber run made on the town the week before had lifted the statue and turned it precisely 180 degrees. Where once the old Kraut had looked greedily toward little Belgium and hated France, he was now facing the Rhine.

It must have been an omen to shake even the most phlegmatic villagers to dig out after (Continued on page 42)
A NEW CARTRIDGE FOR THE POOR MAN'S MAGNUM

NEW SHORT MAGNUM FROM SWEDEN INCREASES 8 MM MAUSER POWER WITH MINIMUM ALTERATION

By NILS KVALE

The 8 mm Mauser can be and should be one of the best big game cartridges, yet in the United States it has been deliberately low-rated and shoved to the tag end of ammo development. They talk about the .30-30 as being so widely used, but the truth is that in many parts of the world where hunters have never heard of the .30-30, the 8 mm is the top favorite of the hunting fraternity.

But in the U. S. lack of decent 8 mm ammo is rough on the gun fan. While there are many 8 mm rifles in the U. S., all of them imported and most of them German, there is only one bullet weight and one loading available. For some reason the 7 mm Mauser is used in the States but its bigger 8 mm brother has just never caught on. However, there are lots of 8's around, ranging from the long GI...
Improved Mauser load dubbed “8 mm Kvale” proved inherently very accurate in FN Mauser when tested by the author on firing range near his home in Sweden.

Fired from machine rest, 8 mm Kvale shot 1” groups at 80 yards consistently.

Mausers from 1914-18 to short “karbiners” of the second international hassle to the superlative commercial sporters built by top European craftsmen.

Shooting these rifles, which have been called the poor man’s magnum because they are dirt cheap and still very powerful, becomes a problem. The trouble is in the ammo, because barrel diameters vary. The 8 x 57 J and 8 x 60 are .318” bore size, and the bigger “S” barrels for the 8 x 57 JS, 8 x 60 S, and 8 x 60 Magnums measure .323”. Unless the shooter wants a helicopter view of his shooting bench without using a helicopter, it is a good idea to slug the bore and check to see what he has.

U. S. ammunition companies agreed to load a cartridge which would be safe in both barrels but the result is a load which is not very good in either. Wildcatting the 8 mm is the answer. And while you’re handloading, why not step up the power a bit?

But by standard methods, this is tough. The more-power fellows consider these 8 mm rifles just nuisances, since they are built with standard length actions and making over one of these to a high-powered magnum cartridge is a lot of work. In some cases it may prove dangerous. Yet the basic Magnum Mauser in the U. S. will run
Reamer for cutting 8 mm Kvale chamber is standard fluted type ground to exact dimensions. Measurements given by Kvale are in millimeters to avoid errors but machinist's conversion table can be used for translating to decimal inches.

over $100 in cost and that is just the beginning of the rifle. This is a sharp contrast with the usual price tag of $20 to $40 for a good, sound military Mauser.

These same problems are common to all shooters—how to get more power with certain positive limitations. An 8 mm wildcat we worked up seemed to solve the problem neatly. Here I was limited by the action length. Because 8 mm ammunition was easily available to me in Sweden, I had built up an 8 mm sporter on the FN Mauser action, and fitted a Weatherby scope. But it seemed lacking in power and range when I stacked it up against some of the other rifles, .300 magnums and the like, used in our shooting club. Even in its own class, the 8 mm Mauser was under powered.

Certainly the 8 x 57 JS, as the 8 mm Mauser is called in Europe, with modern bullets and powders is extremely popular. But it is, even in Europe, pushed aside by the high-velocity numbers. The 7 x 64 mm, forerunner of the .270 Winchester, and its rimmed brother the 7 x 65 have the edge in speed over the 8 mm. And all over Europe lots of hunters are awaiting the re-introduction of the latest RWS designs, the 6.5 x 68 and the 6 x 68 S which came out during 1939 and 1940. Strangely, the (Continued on page 41)
Hi-Power 9 mm automatic with thumb safety and notched slide front end has typical Browning look but shows many changes from earlier design.

THIRTEEN SHOTS IN HANDLE GIVE BIG BROWNING TOP FIREFLower PLUS PUNCH, RUGGED DEPENDABILITY AND ACCURACY BUT PISTOL IS NOT YET APPRECIATED BY GENERAL RUN OF AMERICAN HANDGUN SHOOTERS
IF THE expression had not been used a century before for the Henry rifle, the Browning Hi-Power handgun would qualify easily as “the gun you load on Sunday and shoot all week.” Packed into the handle of the Belgian automatic is a double-tier magazine holding no less than 13 rounds of 9 mm ammunition. With one in the chamber, this makes almost twice the fire power of any other military pistol with a standard clip.

The Belgians named it well when they called it G.P.—pistolet de Grande Puissance—high powered pistol. The name fits. The Browning Hi-Power, a prized trophy of the war, chosen by Canadian paratroopers as their service arm, remains today one of the most accurate pistols for civilian shooters. And if the Pentagon ever pensions off the present .45 auto, they could do much worse then pick the Browning, which is already the standard handgun of Belgium, Britain, and Canada.

Why does a handgun, never made in the U.S. and known mainly to the gun bugs and small arms experts, aspire to the laurels worn by Colt and Smith & Wesson for generations? The answer is simple: the Browning Hi-Power is, to big automatics, what Jayne Mansfield is to uplift. In other words, it’s the most! Only the military adherence to the domestic .38 and .45 caliber sidearms has kept the Browning from the high place it deserves in American popularity.

Externally the Browning Hi-Power resembles the army .45 auto-pistol but the Hi-Power is way ahead of the Army .45 in design. Actually back in 1935 the Colt company had a chance to make the new Browning, but turned it down. The Belgian factory, makers of other Browning pistols, produced it instead.

The Hi-Power’s most unusual feature is the trigger and sear linkage. The trigger works on the sear through a bar positioned in the slide over the magazine. In the trigger assembly is a hand or pawl which contacts the slide sear lever. This, in turn, operates the sear, which is located in about the same position as in the .45 army pistol. In spite of this roundabout design, lock time is fast. A very creditable trigger pull can be produced with a little working over.

Canadian sports writer Alec Mactavish holds Browning Hi-Power stiff-armed in matches where he has shot winning scores with big reworked pistol.
The 13-shot staggered magazine provides exceptional firepower. It makes a big man-sized grip which has great natural-pointing qualities.

Two other features contribute to the Browning's fine over-all performance. The first is the added length of contact between slide and receiver. This is produced by having a separate pair of guide grooves on the forward end of the frame. The second feature is the permanent, pinned-in bushing at the barrel muzzle. Provided there is no play between barrel and bushing, loss in accuracy resulting from worn or loose bushings, so critical in the earlier .45 pistols, is impossible in the M1935 Browning.

In most Hi-Powers the slide fits quite tightly. Any looseness can be corrected easily by squeezing together the grooves at the rear of the slide and front of the frame. Done properly, these two tricks are all that are needed to tighten the slide.

In some other automatics it is necessary to remove the bushing from the slide in order to make a liner or sleeve.
into which the barrel can fit with a minimum of play. Some Browning accuracy jobs include this re-bushing as standard procedure; others omit it. Resulting accuracy as shown by competition use in Canadian civilian and military pistol matches seems about on a par in both types of worked-over guns. Apparently the new bushing is optional.

Installing a trigger stop is the next operation. This is done by drilling and tapping a small hole in the underside of the receiver ahead of the trigger. An Allen screw can then be fitted to bear on the forward extension on the right side of the trigger. As the trigger is squeezed, this extension pivots down towards the bottom of the receiver. The trigger stop arrests the travel of this pivoting movement at the critical point, immediately after tripping the sear.

When the trigger group is removed for installing the stop, it is advisable to polish all the interior surfaces of the receiver on which the moving parts bear. This should include the channel in which the trigger bar moves to make contact with the sear lever.

Particular attention should be given to polishing the magazine disconnecter stud which is located at the rear of the trigger. The leading face of the magazine where the disconnecter stud bears should also be polished. As the trigger is squeezed, this stud moves on the face of the magazine. If the surfaces are left rough, poundage is added to the trigger pull.

Trigger pull can be adjusted easily. First, polish all bearing surfaces. Second, ease the piano-wire trigger spring. This is done by trial-and-error. The arms of the spring should be bent so they apply only enough pressure to insure completely reliable functioning and no more.

Working over the sear and hammer assemblies depends to a certain extent upon the individual gun. One simple way to lighten trigger squeeze is to reduce the area of bearing surface between sear and hammer notch. This is done by working the lower edge of the sear on a (Continued on page 45)

Hi-Power made for Chinese Nationalists (top) was same basic model as pre-war pistol but had dull finish and used Mauser-type wooden holster stock. Prewar gun built by FN in Belgium (bottom) had leather holster on board stock.
If horse racing is the sport of kings, it can truly be said that collecting firearms is the hobby of kings. Royalty has collected guns since the earliest days of hand weapons. The most fabulous of kingly collectors were probably the haughty monarchs of France and Spain, especially Louis XIII, Philip IV, Charles IV, and the Emperor Charles V. And if you thought gun collecting was a new hobby, note that these monarchs spanned the years from 1516 to 1808.

If it hadn't been for the royal customers, many of Europe's most famous gunmakers would have confined their workmanship strictly to utility weapons. Largely because of the hefty prices kings were able and willing to pay, noted gunsmiths vied with each other in the production of exquisite guns, which remain today among the highest expressions of the creative arts.

The most famous royal name in the history of superb firearms is undoubtedly that of Louis XII of France. He divided his enthusiasms between love-making and shooting, but could always be tempted from a pretty woman's boudoir by the mention of a fine new gun. According to the diary of his medical attendant, Jehan Heroard, Louis had already collected seven arquebuses at the age of ten, in 1611. Three years later the number had grown to 50,
From exquisite August Grecke fusil made for Russian royalty (left) to tiny boy’s shotgun royalty paid for top quality. Stock folds on blunderbuss (2nd from left).

Inscription in gold identifies pistol as one of pair made in 1752 in Tula in central Russia for Empress Elizabeth. Also included in set was matching flintlock sporter. Each gun similarly decorated today would cost around $6,000.
Among royal guns in famous Wallace collection in London are (2nd from top) a double-barreled flint-lock made about 1805 for Napoleon I; (4th from top) Souprient flintlock made in 1776 for Charles X of France; (5th from top) flintlock bearing arms of Spain, monogram of Joseph Bonaparte. Almost identical is gun (7th from top) of Charles IV of Spain.
Heavy double-barreled pistols were for defense against dangerous game at close quarters. Gun was made for Edward VII of England by Wilkinson.

and he was constantly using up his "pocket money" to buy more.

Louis didn't use his collection just to pretty the walls of his gunroom. He spent several hours a day shooting like mad in his private shooting gallery in the Louvre palace. After he became king, he never allowed affairs of state to interfere with his recreation. His ministers often had to take documents to the shooting gallery to get his signature.

After hunting, Louis always disassembled and cleaned his firearms himself. This greatly annoyed the bootlicking courtiers who were thus deprived of what was regarded as a great honor and privilege.

Louis' personal cabinet d'armes contained hundreds of guns. Although the royal sportsman reigned from 1610 to 1643, his collection survived intact until the French Revolution. Louis XIV had the collection catalogued in 1673 and inventory numbers were stamped on the stocks. By these marks it is still possible to identify each gun exactly. It is not clear what befell the magnificent collection after the Revolution. Many of the superbly ornamented weapons were separated from the plain military guns, and the latter were moved to the Paris Arsenal where they stayed until Paris was occupied after the Battle of Waterloo. Then the guns became war souvenirs.

Contemporary drawing shows the Duc d'Orleans attacked by tiger on hunt.

Breech-loading gun made for Henry VIII is shown at left with action open and at right with action closed ready for firing. Lock is not one with which gun was originally fitted, is a match-lock added early in 19th century replacing wheel lock.
Silver figure of Cleopatra forms back sight on match-lock—wheel-lock gun (top) owned by Louis XIII. Duelling scene adorns double wheel-lock (below).

Wheel-lock pistol with rifled barrel, made about 1610-20, bears badges and monogram of Felipe, Governor of Milan. It is one of pair owned by Louis XIII.

Painting of Louis XIII on pile of guns was intended to decorate one of French royal palaces, but Louis' father felt that semi-nude nymph was not suitable.
Fowling piece made for Empress Elizabeth of Russia is decorated with hunting scenes in gold, interlaced with gold wire inlay. Scene of boar hunting on stock suggests that gun was also used with ball loads for heavier game as well as fowl.

Modern collectors shudder with horror to think of these priceless examples of the gunmaker's art in the hands of yelling revolutionaries who grabbed them to shoot down those hated aristocrats not important enough to mount the steps of Madame Guillotine. Lugged through the blood-drenched streets of Paris and used as clubs by the rioting citoyens, many of the finest guns were so badly damaged that they ended on the junk heap.

The Louis XI11 firearms captured by the Prussians and the British after Waterloo suffered a happier fate. Most of them found their way into public and private collections on both sides of the Atlantic. Some are still preserved in France at the great government Museum of the Army in Paris.

Louis was only six years old when he organized his first hunt. "Get my coach, I'm going to hunt," he commanded, and sent the Captain of the Guard to prepare the hawks. For a six-year-old he turned in a fair bag: one hare, six quail, and two partridges. As a boy he also went after wolves in the Bois de Boulogne, and potted both sparrows and crows from the windows of the Louvre.

A gamekeeper at Fontainebleau had plenty of reason to bless Louis' spectacular marksmanship. Out shooting one day, the royal youngster thought he saw a rising pheasant behind some bushes. His shot brought down a flurry of feathers—and brought up a trembling gamekeeper who had used the feathers to decorate his hat. When Louis' father ordered him to apologize to the gamekeeper, the man dropped on one knee before the boy and said, "Sire, I owe my life to your marksmanship. As it is, I have lost only a hat."

Like many men who appreciate fine guns, Louis also appreciated the ladies. But as a lad, his father managed to keep the prince in check. A portrait of Louis XIII was painted of him as a boy, sitting atop a pile of guns. Beside him, holding a wreath of (Continued on page 48)

Scottish snaphaunce pistol with left-hand lock is an exceptionally fine and rare specimen. Dated 1619, it was made in Scotland for Charles I, was later included in the collection of Louis XIV. Ornamentation extends even to jaw-like cock.
TOUGHEST

TINY TARGETS AT 300 METERS, THREE POSITION MATCHES WITH OLYMPIC-TYPE FREE RIFLES TAKES HIGHEST SKILL AS WELL AS TOP QUALITY EQUIPMENT

Unusual free rifle stocks with thumb holes can be made to identical dimensions, such as on pair of Schultz & Larsen rifles, giving marksman big-bore rifle for 300 meter competition (top) and .22 with same balance for 50 meters.
Swiss straight pull Hammerli rifle is widely used in U.S. in growing free rifle sport. Insert 22 (above) is for practice.

Barrel of Hammerli free rifle is free floating in bedding, does not touch stock at sides.

SHOOTING SPORT OF ALL

By LARRY F. MOORE

A FEW YEARS AGO Larry Nuesslein, a former U.S. international rifle team member, placed the following ad in one of the most widely-circulated shooting publications:

FOR SALE: Two caliber .30-06 free rifles, fitted with Swiss butt plate, set triggers and palm rest.

Nuesslein got no takers but he got several inquiries to his ad from people who thought that the rifles were free of price. They indicated that they could use a rifle that didn't cost anything. In fact, one individual wrote such a pathetic letter that the advertiser agreed to give the individual a rifle (not one of those advertised). This ad demonstrated two things; that free rifles were not common and that there was little demand for them. While free rifles may be somewhat more common now in the U.S. than they were a few years ago, there are not very many of them.

Free rifles are free (or nearly free) of restrictions as to caliber, length, weight, sights, and other equipment—restrictions placed by rule on rifles used in other kinds of target shooting. The rifle is designed for use in competitions held under the rules of the International Shooting Union, which sponsors world championship events using rifles built to suit the shootery not to fit a set of rigid rules limiting rifle specifications.

Free rifles and international free rifle competition are understood by only a few American shooters. Championship American free rifle teams have competed as recently as 1930, but their rifles were of foreign make, finished at Springfield Armory. Because U.S. shooters have been guided along other channels of competition, there has been little demand for free rifles and none has been factory made in this country. Riflemen who know free rifle shooting term it the toughest shooting sport of all, demanding the highest possible skill in the shooter as well as top quality equipment.

In the last three years or so, American shooters and American shooting groups have begun to recognize free rifle competition. International and Olympic-type matches are gradually being included in shooting programs. More and more Americans are “discovering” these interesting rifles—rifles on which practically everything is “free” except the price tag.

Free rifles are not entirely free of restrictions. They must weigh not more than 9 kilos (19.8 pounds); they must not exceed 9mm (.354”) in caliber; and the sights used must not contain optical glass. But a competitor is not restricted to the use of only one rifle in a match, although all rifles used by him in a single match must be of the same caliber. The same restrictions and lack of restrictions apply to the small bore (.22 caliber) as to the big free rifles. As regards shape of stock, type of butt plate, pull-weight of the trigger, and other specifications—the sky’s the limit.

Matches are of the three-position variety, and tough: 40 shots from each position—prone, kneeling, standing—with ten sighting shots allowed for each position if needed. Sighting shots may be taken before firing for record, or between each ten-shot string for record, as the shooter wishes.

Competitors fire from shelters to cut wind and disturbance. Token of the increasing free rifle
interest was the Olympic finals at Camp Perry. Looking like a shantytown of squatters, a hastily-improvised free-rifle firing point was thrown together from 200 yard target frames and old canvas tarps. At the pits, each target was pulled and scored for each shot. That 300-meter target seemed very small to the men in the wind breaks. And they were so right! The target has smaller scoring rings in proportion to range than any target commonly used in the U.S. The ten ring is 10 centimeters (3.937") in diameter, and it encloses an “X” ring five centimeters across. Each scoring ring increases the target diameter by 10 centimeters. The bullseye aiming point includes the five ring. Two hours each are allowed for firing the prone and kneeling stages, and 2½ hours for standing.

Smallbore free rifle matches are similar, but are fired at 50 meters. The scoring rings are the same as those of the NRA 50-meter tournament target, but there are two more rings in the black on the international target, giving a larger and better aiming mark. The ten ring is two centimeters (0.787") and the X-ring has a diameter of one centimeter. Each additional ring adds two centimeters to the target diameter. Prone takes 1½ hours, two hours for kneeling, and up to 2½ hours for the standing stage. A palm rest may be used for standing shooting, and a roll pad is allowed to support the instep for kneeling. Because no American free rifles have been made on a production basis, the would-be free-rifle shooter must have a rifle custom-built or import one from Europe.

Free rifles, which have been developed almost entirely in continental Europe, are built on rugged single-shot actions. This is generally an action designed especially for the purpose, not a converted military or sporting rifle. The barrel is completely free of the stock. Therefore, the point of impact of the shots at the target is less likely to shift because of changes in position, sling pressure, or stock warpage.

A free rifle stock is made to fit the shooter, without counting the cost or considering the size of blank from which it is shaped. This is the most obvious difference between American production target rifles and free rifles. The grip is shaped close for good trigger control. Most stocks have a hole for the thumb, and some are shaped with a thumb rest. Stocks have high combs with a cheek-piece, giving maximum comfort in all positions. The bottom of the stock is generally full to give additional support by contact with the chest when firing from the standing position.

Butt plates are adjustable, with a curved lower prong that passes under the arm in firing. This keeps the rifle in the proper position on the shoulder and acts as a lever for supporting the rifle in the standing position.

Finnish Lion smallbore rifle has bolt handle which locks down into rear of receiver machined from solid steel.

Anschutz free rifle receiver is round like smallbore Mausers. Trigger adjusting screw hole is by bolt cut.
Palm rests designed to fit the hand are located near the center of gravity of the rifle. In standing or off-hand shooting, the left arm (shooting right handed) rests against the body at or near the hip, with the hand holding the palm rest. A heavy free rifle is surprisingly easy to hold in spite of its weight. Under the rules, the palm rest may be adjustable for height and shaped to suit the individual.

Double set triggers are standard for free rifles. The set trigger has a series of levers to release the sear. Set triggers offer a touch so light that a human hair knocked against the trigger after it is set, will fire the gun. But a serious disadvantage to the set trigger is the actual time required for the trigger to function. If the shooter is not a steady holder, the shot is likely to impact several rings farther out on the target than the point of aim when the trigger was touched. The steadiest shooters have some movement, especially in the kneeling and standing positions. Proper use of the set trigger requires considerable training, especially if one is accustomed to the heavier pull required for most U.S. competition rifles.

Several recently designed rifles employ a trigger which permits a light, double-stage pull with a shorter operating time than that for the set trigger.

Free rifle receiver sights are (Continued on page 53)
Notches are Old-Fashioned Record your Kill with Gold or Silver

STUDS

The Ideal Gift for the Hunter in Your Family

Unusually notches on your gunstock tell every part of the story. The hunter who is really proud of his skill uses solid gold or silver "STUDS" that show the head and name of the actual game killed. "STUDS" are beautifully embossed game heads that are permanent, easy to use and enhance the appearance of your gunstock. Ask for "STUDS" at your dealer. If he can't supply you, order direct and include your dealer's name and address.

"STUDS" are available in these 18 popular game head designs in either 10-K gold at $3.00 each, or Sterling silver at $1.25 each. Federal Tax included.

DEALERS WANTED — Cash in on advertising that0ecting demand for "STUDS". Thousands sold last season. Write today for details.

R. J. COFFEY
1102 N. Main Ave. San Antonio, Texas.

SAVE UP TO 100% ON AMMUNITION
Standard and most popular foreign caliber rifle and pistol loads. Write for price list.

KIMBALL CUSTOM AMMUNITION
Box 217
1503 W. MADISON STREET
CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

Auxiliary Shotgun Barrel

Instantly converts any shotgun into a .22 for target practice or small game.

Made in 3 gauges for use with standard 12, 16 and 20 gauges. The AMAXX Auxiliary Barrel is designed for instant insertion or removal, without any tools. A precision, resilient centering device assures tight fit and prevents scratching the shotgun bore. There is no metal-to-metal contact between the chamber and the auxiliary barrel is prevented by a positive seal. The AMAXX barrel was designed by Henry Mohnau, designer of the Anti-Tank bazooka, warded.

$7.50 Including Leather Case
Post Paid

D&D SALES
1503 W. MADISON STREET
CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

though I wouldn't want to have to measure the increase in "strength"; it's probably pretty small. But the double ignition would speed up the rate of burning and insure positive firing, while a single firing pin might hit a dead spot and miss-fire.

The Gevarm chatters merrily with low-speed and high speed, waxed or Lubaloy loads. Accuracy is good for a plinker, although there is definitely a pre-shot jump caused by the bolt release before it fires. This makes groups at 50-feet not quite as tight as a match rifle, but adequate for tin cans and rabbits. The light weight of this French fusil, only 5½ pounds, makes it a friendly thing to carry in the field.

In stuffing the clip it is possible to cut your fingers, but a few minutes with a file will cut the burrs nicely. I understand the factory is paying a little more attention to this detail now.

The real defect of this gun is the eight-shot clip. Even pistols usually have 10 shots in .22. There is such an inducement to fire this gun that a clip holding more rounds is a necessity. The manufacturers did not think that the 50-shot drum magazine which Gevarm makes for this pop-gun would appeal to the American market, but since every dealer visited by their field salesmen seems to want one “just for the hell of it,” I think a good many buyers of the Gevarm rifle will want one, too. The gun is of course a semi-automatic and cannot be converted to full auto. There would be no point in trying to convert it, not to speak of the illegality. But a larger capacity magazine is a must, and the 50-shot drum will solve that problem. Sufficient to say that, at $69.50, the Gevarm .22 rifle sold through Tradewinds is an intriguing item.

New Nickel Supra Scopes

According to Herb McNama of International Ammunition Inc., who imports the Nickel scopes, they are used by many notables. These include H.R.H. the Prince of Bavaria, the Prince of Luxembourg, Socrates Aristole Onassis (the richest man in the world), world champion shooter Walter Gehmam, George Michael among other African hunters—plus, to judge by the serial numbers, the “big game” variety. Mitchell’s glasses make poor light gatherers on the sharp edges, but a few more attention to this detail now.

This cane makes a match rifle, but adequate for a plinker, with the majority on the matter of no light in the field. Under these conditions, Mitchell’s glasses seem to soothe and ease my eyes. The scene was brightened, the increase in “strength” it’s probably small. But the double ignition would speed up the rate of burning and insure positive firing, while a single firing pin might hit a dead spot and miss-fire.

I checked Mitchell’s ground lenses against the light in the dark is enhanced) and for shooting. I like plenty of light on my sights as well as at the target, but have to go along with the majoriy on the matter of no light at the shooting point. Under these conditions, Mitchell’s glasses seem to improve my shooting significantly, and eased eye strain into the bargain.

Mitchell Shooting Glasses

Yellow lens glasses may be the solution to your eyestrain, and I say it, not “says the manufacturer.” I used a pair of $15 sun glasses made by one of the leading optical manufacturers for some time, but suffered constantly from tired eyes. Eyestrain at the end of the day lessened my interest in shooting at the range in the evenings.

At Camp Perry last summer, Doc Mitchell studied a pair of horn-rimmed specs with yellow plano lenses on my face and I been wearing them daily ever since. I had arrived at Perry with tired eyes. But on the trip back, even flying into the sun in a Cessna 140, Mitchell’s glasses seemed to soothe and ease my eyes. The scene was brightened, but the seeming increase in visibility was pleasant. By the time we set down, my eyes were actually rested. Since then I’ve used these glasses constantly, for night driving (visibility in the dark is enhanced) and for shooting. I like plenty of light on my sights as well as at the target, but have to go along with the majoriy on the matter of no light at the shooting point. Under these conditions, Mitchell’s glasses make poor light bearable. I don’t claim that anybody’s specs will make me a contender for the national pistol title, but I can safely say they have improved my shooting significantly, and eased eye strain into the bargain.

The Nickel scopes do not offer any of the radar, built-in, homing-pigion devices which positively guarantee that you hit the bullseye on a target at 600 yards in the Guppy Tunnel, but they do combine good, solid workmanship with carefully ground coated lenses for maximum light transmission and a minimum of aberration and rainbow at the edges. Steel or dural scopes are made, including a favorite” with a lens diameter of 2.047” and reticle, with careful workmanship. Steel or dural scopes are made, including a favorite” with a lens diameter of 2.047” and a range of 6, 7, 8, and 9X at $125.

My 4 x 81 No. 11 scope ($69.50) weighed less than nine ounces. I slapped it on the old 30S Remington in .30-06 and hied me out to the range. Mount was a borrowed Bushel that kept me from strip-clip loading but left room for me to stuff the rounds in separately. The scope was easily zeroed, has windage and elevation dials of conventional pattern on the tube, and kept its zero through about 300 shots of Ball M2. As the light grew dim in the late afternoon, I noticed the virtue of a scope for light gathering. The target continued to be visible through the scope long after iron sights had failed. The crosswire reticle, Supra’s $3 style, was adequate. After shooting, I later removed the scope and placed it inside the storm window in my kitchen.

For shooters needing corrections, Doc Mitchell can supply whatever is needed. He is a lens and eye specialist, and a shooting man as well.

GUN RACK
(Continued from Page 12)
powerful 8 x 60, 8 x 60 S, and 8 x 60 Magnums are placed on the "bury and forget" list.

These three super-power versions of the 8 mm family were developed in Germany but the Germans never seemed to like them. Their leading ammunition experts considered them "damned compromise cartridges," as one said. The big 8's came into being after 1919 when the manufacture of German military cartridges was forbidden. Lengthening the 8 x 57 military case three millimeters to 60 mm was enough to allow production under the terms of the Versailles treaty. But, perhaps because it was a reminder that the Germans lost the war, the 8 x 60's never achieved the popularity they deserved.

After the war there were plenty of 8 mm's and the longer 8 x 60's scattered in hunting areas over the world, but they remained behind in the race for more speed. There is just not much more energy to be gotten out of those cases, and the actions did not permit lengthening for bigger loads. But I worked out one solution that may appeal to a lot of Mauser rifle owners. It is not an "invention," just a plain, useable wildcard that might aid you in souping up your 8 mm rifle.

There are many wildcard cartridges—far too many for practical use. Most of them are worked up by people who like to experiment, and the fun of it is the reason for such work. But if the wildcard is planned to achieve a purpose, such as adding new pep to the 8 mm Mauser, it must be carefully figured out.

The 8 mm wildcard had to serve a purpose, had to have advantages over existing loads. To enter the "official market" and become a factory-loaded cartridge the design had to have something. It must amount to an invention. Such cartridges are born now and then; the .22 Remington is an example. I wasn't interested in factory loadings, but only in making a good, powerful 8 mm wildcard. Surprisingly, it wasn't much work.

In figuring out my wildcard, several things had to be considered. The cartridge should work in any 8 x 57JS or 8 x 60 S rifle without rebarreling. Neither bolt face nor magazine should require alteration to use the new round. And, just in case the whole project was a fizzle, it should be possible to bring the rifle back to its original state. Ammo had to be formed from standard, easily available brass. All this might seem like a tall order, but the answer practically was written in the specifications.

The caliber was settled of course: 8 mm. The case length had to be 61 millimeters, to clean up the 8 x 60 and the shorter standard 57 mm G. I. Mauser chambers. To step up velocity materially I had to get in more powder. This meant a bigger case was needed. The most easily available big case in my country, Norway, is the belted .375 H & H. With the neck expanded and the shoulder set back, we were almost in business.

Keeping the bolt face unaltered was easy.
space; then put the bolt back and go shooting.

The job is a little easier said than done, but by following the reamer took most of the time. You may find it necessary to take the rifle out of the stock, depending on your reaming set-up. And you may find it necessary to grind out a little metal on each side inside the receiver to permit the fatter wildcat cartridge to wander from magazine to chamber. Be careful not to grind out so much metal that the magazine won't hold back regular 8 mm cartridges. You may want to rebarrel the gun to its original state some day. Remember, minimum work for maximum results was the whole purpose of tailoring a new cartridge.

Thus was born my 8 mm wildcat. All it lacked was a suitable name. Shooting friends put my gun to it, and several rifles were chambered for the "8 mm Kvale" by a gunsmith in our club.

My FN Mauser proved highly accurate when chopped out to the fat-bodied 8 mm wildcat. In a machine rest at 80 yards, three-shot hunting groups consistently shot into less than a one inch circle. The 197 grain hollow-point hunting bullets chronographed an average velocity of 2980 feet per second with 65 grains of 4064. We didn't end up by using 4064 powder for scientific reasons—it was just about all we had on hand. We tried everything, mostly different makes of European and American canister powders dug out of the garden where they had been hidden during the German occupation of Norway. But as last one of the gang received a "gift packet" containing 4064 from his aunt in the United States, and 65 grains of this stuff seemed the best load we could find. The chronograph velocity of over 3000 feet per second with the 197 grain pointed bullet was enough. We were satisfied, and we had produced a pretty hot 8 mm load that could be used in ordinary cheap 8 mm rifles with a minimum of altering.

By comparison with regular 8 mm loads the "8 mm Kvale" stands up well. Closest thing to the nearly 200-grain bullets we were using is a 180 grain load using 47 grains of 4320. This pushes the slug along at a little over 2200 feet per second. The velocity is quite low but the powder charge is low too. With 47 grains of 4320, the velocity is over 2300 feet per second. But with 50 grains of 4064 powder, the pressure will rise. Pressure rises faster than the velocity. The experimenter will punch his nose against the "pressure barrier" of maxim safe pressure for the particular action. The 65 grain load in the 8 mm Kvale seemed the safe limit, and we worked up to it gradually, watching for signs of too much pressure.

The trend to increase velocity goes on. No doubt about it, the game is worth the candle. Actual tests have shown that ultra-high-velocity bullets will instantly kill game which is considered much too big for the bullet weight. There is a Weatherby in America, a Von Hofe and the late Herr Gerlich in Germany, who have proved out high velocities under field conditions.

Gerlich was among the early experimenters to achieve high velocity. During tests performed in Scotland in the early 1930's he is said to have fired special bullets at velocities above 12,000 feet per second from open-bore barrels. Full-jacketed bullets fired at sheep at 300 meters tore the animals into "thousands of pieces," according to reports. Gerlich did not have any success with his theories among European hunters. Perhaps he started in on the high velocity kick a little too early. Shooters are more "high velocity" conscious these days. Take the 8 mm Kvale, for example. Now, if I were to free-bore the barrel, give the bullet a good start before it hits the rifling, give it a duplex load and a little more powder... Wow! ✮

**CONFESSIONS OF A RIFLE EXPERT**

(Continued from Page 22)

that 100-bomer shellacking and find the old Marshal looking back over his shoulder.

Be all that as it may, there isn't anything more peaceful right after a scrap or directly before one than the front lines. Combat soldiers after a few months of campaigning don't want anything save peace. The first joker who touches off a mortar or unwinds a machine gun is heartily cursed by all parties. In the area where Duren stood it was as tranquil as Sunday afternoon on Frijole Flats.

That is, until I arrived.

I wasn't any sniper. We had no such Fancy Dans. I was a battlefield recovery officer, with recovery units scattered throughout all First Army. I worked all night and slept all day and had little fun. This looked like a golden opportunity.

I watched the Duren main stem and noted that every so often some Wehrmacht sauter through the 75 feet of street intersection. At first they ran, later scurried, finally shuffled. Occasionally a group of two or three would amble past. I dropped back to my camp, laid out a careful 320 yards of range, and warmed up an old M-1. I had salvaged from the battlefield near Kornem-scheidt, peering down her a very definite 320-yard zero. I was ready.

Next day I crept back into my three-story case. I took up a stand in the attic, dragged up a divan and laid the rifle over the upholstered back. Then I carried up an over-stuffed chair from two flights down and settled back very comfortably, my B&L 20X glass covering the Duren business square.

I shot at three of these that afternoon. The first two were clean misses. The third was a pinwheel. I hit him and he never moved. I could have shot the two who dragged him to cover, but as I was just plinking I didn't think that would be cricket.

The day I returned. This time I moved over two houses for I figured my first site might not be too healthy. The krauts caught on fast. When a man crossed now, he broke into a trot. I missed the first two and then twiddled my thumbs until almost dusk before I got another whack at the game. Then I hit two. I dashed the first one and, much to my surprise, found him walking shoulder to shoulder with a buddy. The buddy broke into a run and I snapped a shot at him which turned him over like a rabbit.

The next day I had scarcely gotten settled and was watching through the 20X scope when a Volkswagen drove directly into the intersection and stopped! I could see a man under the wheel and another beside him. I slammed a full clip into the car as fast as I could fire.

The German version of the jeep never moved, and neither did the figures. I pondered this and then at last enough to pink both the Nazis through their square heads on my first salvo. Then a faint suspicion commenced to grow in me. Gathering up my rifle, spotting scope, ammunition and other odds and ends, I beat an unseemly retreat from that ivory tower. And it was a damned good thing I did! I had barely reached the second floor when all hell broke loose upstairs. Machine guns ratted into that attic from seven directions and at least two mortars opened up on the house. I dived for the basement and remained down there for a good quarter hour. When I ventured forth, our troops as far as I could see had taken and held the Run. The krauts were cursing me heartily. I had broken the peace. War had commenced again.

The Volkswagen, I concluded, had either been given a healthy shove calculated to make it stop in the middle of the street, or
else had been pulled into position on a long line. The figures were either corpses or dummies. My long burst had been observed when the bait was in position and that was all the enemy needed to smoke me out. That 320-yard shooting was some of the longest I've ever attempted.

A dozen years have intervened since the sniping and I have done my share of missing and a little hitting. It has remained for Indo-China to brim my cup.

We were in a rain-beaten camp on the Da-Dung River, a good 150 miles north of Saigon. We were there for gaur, the huge, fierce, 2500-pound Asian cross between buffalo and bison, with a disposition that makes the African Cape cousin a mild second-rater. The country contained the game; I was sure of that because I had killed a pair in the same general area two months before.

The party was a big one. Too large really. I had fetched with me a lieutenant from the Vietnamese army. And there was Ngo Van Chi, the best huntsman this side of the Great Chinese Wall; and John E. Oswalt and Al Pope and Pope's beautious begum, Yvonne. These together with a platoon or two of Moi, the g-string savages of the Indo-Chinese plateau, composed our party.

I had broken off from the main group and, taking Kim the tracker and Hoi, the consolate army's shavetail, had pushed a dug-out across the Da-Dung and plunged into the jungle. It was raining. We had been springing sambar up the side of the mountain, and innumerable muntjac, the barking deer, as well as hog deer, and we had seen some sign of boar. I had not the faintest intention of swinging back because of a little moisture. It had been raining only since May. It might stop.

So we set off again, my compañeros exuding a cheery enthusiasm about on a par with Death Row, Sing Sing. We plowed through vine and tangle and finally emerged at the lower end of a meadow. A stream worked its way through the middle and along the bank was tiger spoor so fresh the drizzle had not yet obliterated it. We had missed Old Stripes by minutes. On the far side of this 40-acre hay field, we plunged into the semi-gloom of the forest.

Here the trees were not so dense, a sort of open scrub with an occasional clump of another species which grew in tight little islands. For the better part of an hour we moved unhurriedly. We had just skirted an especially dense clump of second growth when the tracker clacked at me, pointing. There in the deepest shadow of the oak wood stood a fine sambar stag. He looked wraith-like in the eerie half-light but not so ghostly that I did not instantly appreciate the fine rack he was toting. I motioned Kim to his feet. "Tell him if we cannot hunt gaur, we'll shoot deer."
foot over 25 yards distant and, as I brought up the .450-400, I determined to break his neck. But, just a millisecond before the gun spoke, he took himself, complete with neck, from the vicinity. Despite his seemingly Jato-propelled start, I was sure I'd lashed him to the mast. I circled the tree-clasp ready to gut him. But there were no guts, no deer. Not even a drop of blood.

I was considerably shook. The critter should have fallen dead easy. He was within sixhooter range. I'd have bet and given you odds that I could have potted him with a revolver.

Within the hour I picked out a hog deer, a doe, peeking at me from behind a Dao tree, a tree that forked very near the ground. The range was maybe 65 yards. If I shot through the fork, I'd take her in the shoulder a bit too high. If I shot past the tree I'd smash a lot of gut. She resolved my quandary by leaping out with a nice, easy, rocking-chair gallop. Four shots I pooped off—and she kept going.

Before the day dragged to its dismal close, I got still a third chance, this time at a muntjac, the 35-pound barking deer. He is camp fare like unto quail on toast. This bouncy youngster popped up on an ant hill so close the bow-and-arrow boys couldn't possibly have missed—but I did. I did it easy; no effort at all.

Three misses, and all in the period of a single shikar. It set an all time high. If ever a man needed an alibi, I did. And the first place a shooter looks for an alibi, of course, is in the gun. I sat down and selected a knot on a tree at 65 yards. When I ambled forward for a look, the bullet could not have been more precisely in the center of that mark had I driven it into place with a ball-pee hammer. The sights were very obviously in zero, and they're good sights. One of the best of the micrometerized-adjusting aperture rears and an easy-to-see, gold-surfaced, partridge front. The rifle didn't offer me in the way of excuses either. It was new, brand new. The cartridges, although reloads, were no more than four months off the loading bench... No alibi.

Sure, the light was something right out of a Frankenstein horror movie, but I'd been wearing these excellent Mitchell "yellow lens" shooting specs, a type of glasses that sharpen any target almost regardless of the poor quality of the light, No alibi here, either. The fault lay entirely with a dub name of Askins.

Next morning without breakfast, bullied and herded by Chi, who disdaigned morning coffee, we were two free of camp before daylight was strong enough to distinguish an ordinary garden variety cobra from the 18-foot king size. By 11, mid-day, we had gotten into gaur country. The rain had let up temporarily, and the smoking sign of a solitary bull beckoned us. At 2 P.M. he had taken us into the bamboo and we were treed in front of Mau Mau, sure that a shot would be forthcoming any minute.

Bruu, in the lead, closely pressed by Kim, held up his hand, signaling. I swung off to the right flank, as Oswalt made ready to fire at a great black bulk looming through the bamboo. I rounded a dense clump and found myself looking right down the throat of a critter that for sheer ugliness and a poisonous expression is well nigh tops. The old stud had arranged himself so that his body from my angle was completely concealed in the bamboo. Only his head was showing to me. It was swung at right angles to the body.

I laid the front bead right between his eyes. This was a fair-to-middlin' sizeable target, as a gaur has a head you couldn't get in a No. 3, that shot at 16 inches apart. I remember as the rifle came up that I cautioned myself not to put the slug into the boss of his massive horns. I dropped the bead an inch or so down his nose. On the shot, my blast having proceeded that of Oswalt by a fractional part of a second, the great bull reared straight up in the air, his bed to the back of his hip pockets. He's dead, thinks I.

That critter fell, but even in the act he was gathering his wits and his muscles togeth-er and he had no sooner taken that prafall than he bounced up and went hence, moving down acres of bamboo, small saplings and a tree or two in his going. We tracked him until dark and started him twice without getting a shot at him. Two days later, we found him dead. The bullet had entered two or three inches too low to pierce the brain. Not finicky about a little "hieh" meat, the Moi proceeded to butcher and eat the bull down to the last nut and bolt.

It was altogether the most catastrophic two days I've ever experienced. If you will ask, I can draw for you a neat diagram of where I placed the sights on every one of those misses. The sight picture in each case is just that clearly etched. The test shot on the tree knot proved that the rifle was perfectly sighted. I don’t blinch. I've shot rifle, pistol and shotgun more than a million rounds, and I know that I am not a trigger snatcher nor a gent who shits his eyes and fights the recoil.

I've lost many a match, missed many a shot and hecatefore have always been able to drum up some fairly wartersight alibi. But this time—

No alibi. I just missed.
moved will make a noticeable difference in trigger pull. Do not make the mistake of touching the upper leading edge of the sear; this is what bears upon the face of the hammer notch.

When the trigger notch depth and sear thickness are compared, there may be a temptation to stone down the rounded face of the hammer until the bearing surface of the notch is reduced to a more reasonable depth. In doing this, the shooter may want to grind off part of the underside of the notch instead of cutting the hammer, does not interfere with the safety when cocked.

There is a way to overcome creep, by pinning the hammer. A small hole is drilled into the face of the hammer immediately below the notch. A drill rod or tool pin is then inserted into the hole and stoned down until the depth of the notch has been reduced to allow the correct engagement of the sear in order to reduce the contact still further and get rid of some of the creep. Both these operations will cause trouble. Don't try either, because the correct location of the safety catch depends on the hammer being in a specific position at full cock. Any tampering with the angle at which the hammer beds down when cocked will throw out the positioning of the thumb safety.

There is a way to overcome creep, by pinning the hammer. A small hole is drilled into the face of the hammer immediately below the notch. A drill rod or tool pin is then inserted into the hole and stoned down until the depth of the notch has been reduced to allow the correct engagement without creep. This, since it blocks up the notch instead of cutting the hammer, does not interfere with the safety when cocked.

A further refinement could be attained by making a recoil cushion out of the recoil spring guide. This type of kick inhibitor has worked very successfully in 45 pistols and there is no reason why a similar idea wouldn't work in the Hi-Power.

All that remains to convert old Grande Puisance into a target pistol is to hang on a pair of custom stocks, possibly a trigger shoe, and some adjustable sights. And what do we have when done? As sweet-shooting a handgun as ever came out of a shop. The gun is inherently accurate, and can be made more accurate by the do-it-yourself pistol enthusiast. Groups already tight are closed in still more by the simple addition of the proper sights. It is pleasant to shoot, having neither heavy recoil nor muzzle blast. It packs 13 lethal hits in one loading and is unbelievably reliable even under the most adverse conditions.

Recently I had a chance to check out the Browning's reliability, Canadian Industries Ltd., maker of "Dominion" ammunition, asked me to test-fire a batch of 9 mm ammunition. A cart-load of assorted pistols was begged and borrowed, including a half-dozen Brownings. It seemed impossible to make these guns hang up, short of deliberate abuse. On every single shot the Brownings did their stuff.

Among the tests the Canadian Brownings passed was one given them before the model was adopted by the Canadian army. Two pistols were completely stripped down, the parts scattered in a box, and the lot dumped into a sand pit. A box of ammunition followed. Next, men were marched over the sand pit. Then two instructors were told to assemble and load the pistols. After the pistols were assembled...
Production models of the Hi-Power are fundamentally similar, but variations exist. Pre-war Belgian commercial guns are of two basic types. The civilian model has a fixed, rear sight and rounded slide top. This is a fairly scarce gun. Another, fitted with a tangent military leaf sight and with the frame slotted for a shoulder stock, was made for military and police use. Lastly, in Belgium, the fixed-sight model was produced in large quantity for the German army as a substitute standard pistol. Since the war, only the fixed-sight model has been made. It is imported in the U.S. by the Browning Arms Company.

A variation of the Belgian gun is the sub-caliber training pistol, of which a small lot were turned out in 1939 for the Belgian army. They are fitted with a detachable muzzle bushing somewhat like that on the Tokarev Russian pistol or the S & W 9 mm automatic. They were designed for a 4 mm practice barrel, and did not function semiautomatically.

The rest of the Browning pistol family has its branches first in China, and then Canada. The Chinese army before World War II was equipped with Belgian-made Hi-Powers. When the Germans overran Belgium, the Canadian holster-making firm of John Inglis & Co., Ltd., of Toronto, contracted to manufacture Browning pistols for the Chinese national government. Four or five Belgian shoulder-stock guns were shipped to Inglis by China and it was from these that Inglis draughtsmen made their working drawings. These Chinese Browning's were identical to the military Belgian gun except in finish. Canadian Browning's had a dull, sand-blasted finish and black plastic grips, while the Belgian guns were finished in a fine, glossy blue with checkered walnut stocks. The Inglis name of course replaced the Fabrique Nationale markings. Inglis started making Browning's in 1943. In all, they turned out approximately 152,000 pistols. Not all were the same model, however.

After their Chinese contract, Inglis began to manufacture Browning's for the Canadian armed forces, for the Greek government, and for the British. The majority of these arms had fixed sights and no stock cut. A visible change from the pre-war fixed-sight Browning was the sight base, a heavy lump at the rear of the slide on the Inglis guns. This was an improvement, and was the only purely Canadian feature in their design. The big lump allows these Canadian pistols to be fitted easily with Micor adjustable target sights, since all that is needed is to cut a dovetail on the slide. Basic Canadian-British guns are designated "Mark I," but in late pistols the shape of the ejector and relocation of the hammer strut to speed up lock-time created a model stamped "Mark I*" or "Mark II*.

Two types of stocks are fitted to Browning's. The first model, Belgian commercial or military, is a flat wood board with a leather flare holster riveted to it. The flap either buttons over a brass stud or is held by a wire loop on the body of the holster, with a leather strap passing through the loop. The second type of holster was made for Chinese use. It is completely of wood and carries the pistol inside, like the military Mauser. Original Browning holsters are very rare, but the all-wood Chinese version made in Canada is common.

With so many different makes and sources...
for Brownings, there might be some question about quality. Let it be said that, like whiskey, there are no bad Browning Hi-Powers. Some are just better than others.

Pre-war Brownings, civilian and military, are superb. Quality of materials was above reproach and their workmanship and finish is invariably of the highest possible order.

Some of the postwar Brownings are not as smooth as their pre-war counterparts. In some the slides permit too much lateral play, even for military-type pistols. In others, the trigger pull breaks at a nice, clean 25 pounds. On the credit side it must be admitted that, if due care is taken in selecting the individual gun, a couple of hours of tinkering will give mighty smooth shooting.

The Canadian pistols are tops in quality, too. But Inglis guns were never made commercially, and it is no use writing to them in hopes of obtaining a leftover—they just aren't to be had. But myths are already circulating about the Canadian guns. The first myth is that the Canadian Browning is tougher than its Belgian brother. This arose from the fact that Canadian pistols use the same ammunition as the Sten gun— the implication being that if a handgun could digest submachine gun ammunition, it automatically became possessed of almost "magnum" qualities.

This is not true. The Belgian gun will handle Sten ammunition with exactly the same degree of safety as the Canadian pistol.

The second myth is that the Canadian pistol has some secrets of design; that it was built specifically around the Sten load. Again, false. The gun was adopted in the first place because of its inherently safe handling of the Sten load. As put up in Canada these 9 mm's generate a muzzle velocity from 1340 feet per second up to as high as 1478 f.p.s., depending on the run of ammo. Pressures with the Sten vary, from an average of 35,820 pounds per square inch to a recorded high of nearly 40,000. There are no hard and fast rules about the wisdom of using machine gun ammunition in a Browning. Even the slave labor guns have handled the stiff Canadian and German service loads satisfactorily. But for plinking or target practice the constant use of Sten ammunition would give the pistol an unnecessary pounding.

Probably the wisest course would be to use the light commercial Winchester or Remington ammo for plinking and target shooting—it is ample in power. But for any heavy-duty chore you have in mind, by all means use a Sten load. You'll find the Browning is a true friend, with thirteen good hearts in his body.

Send postcard for Free Brochure on all Herrett's Handgun Stocks

See for yourself how a pair of precision carved and custom fitted stocks can help you! Herrett's exclusive designs give proper hold and control of recoil of heavy calibers. Carved with or without thumb rest in Trooper's or Field Model series. Catalog illustrates and describes fully Defective Models and Full Target Models also. About 2-week delivery.

Herrett's HAND GUN STOCKS

BOX 741-G TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

"DAHL" RAMPS

De Luxe Pistol Grip Cap

"DAHL'S DIAMOND"

Graceful—Racy Lines

DE LUXE PISTOL GRIP CAP

( Size 1 1/8" x 1 3/4"

For Free literature write:

C. A. DAHL MFG. CO.

1133 Balmoral Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

BE A GUNSMITH

SCHWARTZ CUSTOM GUNS

STOCKS—plain, fancy, target.

REBARRELING—featherweight to bull.

Trade-in your factory guns on custom guns.

INTERNATIONAL TYPE "FREE" RIFLES

2720 South M-47

Owosso, Michigan

the new custom model 1956

MANNLICHER-SCHOENAUER

RIFLES & CARBINES

Custom Model 1956, features a modified monte
carlo stock with "slope-away" cheek piece.
White Line spacers at butt and pistol grip;
bordered checkering; deeper swivels; new Weatherproof stock finish;
high polish bright-finish bolt. Sight slots standardized for American sights.

NOW ONLY $198 See them at your
dealer—Folder on request

Available in both rifle and carbine
models—choice of single or double set
triggers. Carbine calibers are: .243, .388, .357, .7mm, .270, 30-06, .308, and .358.
Rifle calibers are: .243 and 30-06 only.

NOW also in .243 & .358 Win.

STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION

45-18 Court Square, Long Island City 1, N.Y.
KINGS WHO WERE GUN COLLECTORS
(Continued from Page 35)

laurel above the noble brow, sat a semi-nude girl sporting a pair of wings and little else. This painting was originally intended to decorate one of the French royal palaces, but was not used. Louis' father was of the opinion that the semi-nude nymph was an unsuitable companion for his son. Louis made up for lost time as he matured. Although not especially noted as a collector of erotica, at least one gun in his

author "Gunsmithing"
800 Page Practical Guide

20 GAUGE 5 lbs. 2 oz.

12 GAUGE 6 1/2 lbs.

20 GAUGE 5 lbs. 2 oz.

CHROME PLATED BORE

SHOOTER'S BIBLE
New 1957 Edition

12 Pages Only $2.00

At your dealer or send check or M.O.

THE WORLD'S LIGHTEST AUTOMATIC SHOTGUN

THE GUN OF THE YEAR!

This graceful streamlined beauty still retains a wonderful impression of feather lightness even after hours of carrying.

The chrome lined barrel, the rustless anodized receiver, the all weather stock treatment and the automatic cut-off are exclusive Franchi features.

Get full information from your sporting goods dealer or send for FREE three color brochures.

STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION
45-18 Court Street, Long Island City, N. Y.

ALASKA FALL
Sheep Grizzly Caribou - Moose

ALASKA SPRING
KODIAK BEAR
Small parties of discriminating sportsmen are invited to:
AIRMATE.

HAL WAUGH, Reg. Guide
Skagway, Alaska

ALASKA

AWESOME Knife

Norm Thompson
1311 N.W. 21st
PORTLAND 9, ORE.

NOW IN 3 NEW GRADES

MORSETH SPORTS EQUIMENT

DEPT. D

GLENellt, Wash.

AUOMATIFI SHOTGUN

12 GAUGE 6 1/2 lbs.

20 GAUGE 5 lbs. 2 oz.

CHROME PLATED BORE

"SHOOTER'S BIBLE"
New 1957 Edition

12 Pages Only $2.00

At your dealer or send check or M.O.
factory was in operation. At Versailles, the royal gunmaker, Nicholas Boutet, supervised an arsenal. In Bohemia, the Prague workshop of Emperor Rudolph II turned out some remarkable firearms. Magnificent workmanship is to be found in the arms created by German craftsmen brought from Augsburg by Charles V of Spain to work in the Armeria Real (Royal Armory) in Madrid.

The beautiful collection made by this Spanish monarch during the years from 1519 to 1556 provides an interesting and fairly reliable source of evidence for the beginnings of the wheellock. The wheellock seems to have been a remarkable firearms. Magnificent workmanship is to be found in the arms created by German craftsmen brought from Augsburg by Charles V of Spain to work in the Armeria Real (Royal Armory) in Madrid.

The beautiful collection made by this Spanish monarch during the years from 1519 to 1556 provides an interesting and fairly reliable source of evidence for the beginnings of the wheellock. The wheellock seems to have been a remarkable firearms. Magnificent workmanship is to be found in the arms created by German craftsmen brought from Augsburg by Charles V of Spain to work in the Armeria Real (Royal Armory) in Madrid.

The beautiful collection made by this Spanish monarch during the years from 1519 to 1556 provides an interesting and fairly reliable source of evidence for the beginnings of the wheellock. The wheellock seems to have been a remarkable firearms. Magnificent workmanship is to be found in the arms created by German craftsmen brought from Augsburg by Charles V of Spain to work in the Armeria Real (Royal Armory) in Madrid.

The beautiful collection made by this Spanish monarch during the years from 1519 to 1556 provides an interesting and fairly reliable source of evidence for the beginnings of the wheellock. The wheellock seems to have been a remarkable firearms. Magnificent workmanship is to be found in the arms created by German craftsmen brought from Augsburg by Charles V of Spain to work in the Armeria Real (Royal Armory) in Madrid.
of the pistols have little ornamentation. This is unusual since even during the first half of the 16th Century it had become customary to encrust firearms with the elaborate gold, silver, and ivory decorations loved by rich patrons.

England was among the last nations of Europe to adopt hand firearms, mainly because of the British archers' superior skill with the longbow. For many years during the transition period, the bow could kill more accurately, more swiftly, and over a greater range than the crude firearms then in use on the Continent. One captain of Yeoman Archers, observing a cumbersome matchlock which blew up in the enemy ranks and disabled the two French soldiers who manned it, cried, "Hurrah for ye hand-gonne! Our enemies slay themselves!"

Henry VIII is about the earliest English monarch who can be described as a collector of guns. A few of his pieces, including a couple of breech-loading matchlock guns, are preserved in the Tower of London. By the time we had lugged one of these log-like wall guns downstairs for inspection, we understood perfectly why the English favored the longbow for so long. The lightest of Henry's "hand"-guns weighed a muscle-cracking 20 pounds.

The Venetian ambassador to England reported to the Doge of Venice that Henry "was a capital horseman and a first-class shot, very fond of hunting and never takes his diversion without tiring eight or ten horses, which he causes to be stationed beforehand along the line of country he means to take, and when one is tired he mounts another, and before he gets home they are all exhausted."

The Merry Monarch was particularly fond of a design of breech loader which was...
adopted in an almost unchanged form three centuries later as the standard British breechloader. This was the Snider system, invented by Jacob Snider who used it to convert muzzle-loading muskets to cartridge breechloaders in the 1860's.

Gunsmith Snider received a patent on his idea. But like any gun fan of that period in London, he must have been familiar with the treasures of the Tower—such as King Henry's breechloading fowling piece. At least, it is a remarkable coincidence that both the royal musket and the Snider system use a hinged breech block which swings to one side, parallel to the line of bore, to unload and load. Henry VIII's gun was fired by steel cartridges which had small channels filled with powder that fitted so they were opposite the priming pan of the matchlock.

Henry's collection was added to by Queen Elizabeth I. Elizabeth, the "Virgin Queen," hunted at Windsor where she kept sixty parks full of game. When the Duke of Wurttemberg was invited to one of Elizabeth's hunts, the Duke's secretary recorded that His Highness "had a capital day's sport. He shot off the leg of a deer with an arquebus, and the dog soon after caught the animal."

A contemporary chronicler of James I of England (1603-1625), wrote that "the King of England is merciful excepting at hunting, where he appears cruel when he finds himself unable to shoot the beast. He frets and storms and cries: 'God is angry with me, but I will have him for all that!' When he shoots him he thrusts his whole arm into the belly and the entrails of the creature up to the shoulder."

James was hated by many of his subjects, but as a hunter he was usually admired. His love of hunting amounted to a mania, and perhaps even surpassed that of Henry VIII. James was in Scotland when he acceded to the throne. At that time the best route down to London was by sea from Leith. But James insisted on making the far more uncomfortable land journey so that he could hunt on the way south to the capital.

The king was frequently criticized by parliament for putting the pleasures of the hunt before his duties to the state. He was also unpopular with gunmakers because he often had guns made and welched on the bills. His reputation as a slow payer almost caused the death of one of the finest gunmakers of the day. When James visited the gunmaker to order a new piece, the craftsman politely declined to accept the commission.

HURRY! Get Your Copy of the NEW 1957
"SHOOTER'S BIBLE"
before they are all sold out

THE KRICO "CHUCKER"...
World's newest and finest .222 caliber rifle; also available as a carbine. Just one of the many interesting new items you'll find in this 1957 "Shooter's Bible".

THE DEMAND HAS BEEN TREMENDOUS—
SORRY THERE WILL BE NO REPRINT. This is the most comprehensive Encyclopedia of modern sporting Firearms, Ammunition and Accessories. Bigger, Better than ever, 512 Pages. Complete set-up of all new gun models, illustrated, described and priced, with up to date data on all price changes. Everything in the "Shooter's Bible" available at your Sporting Goods Dealer. At your Sporting Goods Dealer or sent direct Postpaid for $2.00.
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turned to you more BEAUTIFUL any new gun. All your friends will envy

4. SUPERBA Stock Finishes. Walnut products that won the only Highest Hon-

SHOOTERS’ MUSTS

The world-famous Lynx-Line Gun Care Research Institute.

1. PERFEX-SET Barrel-Bedder. Used by thousands of gun owners...many reported record...on...Walnut & dark Ivory $1.25

2. GUN-LUBE...record holding rust-inhibitor. 4 oz. $1.20

3. BORE-KLEEN...prevents re-leading. Choice of big game hunters. $1.20

4. SUPERBA Stock Finish. Walnut filter & Clear, BEAUTIFUL! Williams for...

5. SUPERBA GUN POLISH...Keeps both metal and stocks like new. Fin-

SPECIAL FOR ALL FIVE $3.50 Postpaid

QUALITY HAS NO SUBSTITUTE

LYNX-LINE GUN PRODUCTS DIV.
Box 3985G Detroit 27, Mich.
K & L ARMS CO., Mercer Island, Wash. Distributor for Pacific Coast and N.W. States

Catering Since 1932—

To American Riflemen who want the best in Custom-Bilt rifles in either standard calibers, popular wildcats or the famous 7MM EXPRESS

The original and still the outstanding Hi-Velocity 7 MM. Timken Special rifle barrel steel used exclusively in all our barrels,

ROY GRADLE 205-G WEST ISLAY STREET SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

MR. DEALER:.....

We have been working for a period of over three years to secure for you the finest stock of hand-

- AMMUNITION: Remington, Remington and Western Unprimed Cases
- FIREARMS: Remington, Winchester, Stevens, Marlin, Mossberg, Savage, Kliro, Iver John-
- HANDLOADING COMPONENTS: Sierra, Hornady, Speer, Nosler, Norma, Dup Ont, Hodgdon, Hercules, Alcan, Federal & Cascade
- RELOADING TOOLS: C-H, R.C.B.S., Pacific Acme, Lyman, Belding & Mull, Lochmiller & Thunson
- ACCESSORIES: Wilson, Forester, Vickerman, Redding, Outers, Rig, Dem-Bart, Merit, Len-Sonic & Jaeger
- TELESCOPES: Lyman, Leupold, Kollmorgen, Weaver & Pecor
- TELESCOPE MOUNTS: Redfield, Buehler & Leupold
- SIGHTS: Lyman, Redfield, Marbles & Williams

OUR CENTRAL LOCATION IMPROVES DELIVERY, TRY OUR SERVICE. ORDER SHIPPED SAME DAY RECEIVED

Write for Complete Price List

WESTERN Gun Supply Co.
2234 "O" Street
Lincoln 8, Nebraska
generally rugged, click adjustable for both windage and elevation. Big-bore sights are made with clicks representing about \( \frac{1}{2} \) minutes of angle to move the shot on the 300-meter target one-half the width of a ring (2.5 centimeters). On some of these sights no scale is provided to indicate the zero points. A direct reading of elevation and windage on the sights is therefore impossible. The front sights, simple and rugged, are generally non-detachable with a hood that permits using various inserts, post and aperture types. Free rifles weigh between fourteen and eighteen pounds with palm rest. Barrels range between 27.5 and 29.5 inches in length.

Probably the most common free rifle in this country at the present time is the Schultz & Larsen, made in Otterup, Denmark, and imported by Sharpe & Hart Associates. Their latest Model 54 big-bore rifle is almost identical with the small-bore model. This gives the big-bore competitor a chance to practice extensively at short range with a .22.

S & L rifles are simple in design and have some excellent features. A bolt with four lugs lacking at the rear of the loading port is fitted into a heavy cylindrical receiver. The striker cocks about \( \frac{1}{8} \) on opening, and goes the rest of the way to full cock on closing. A spring-loaded claw extractor is used. Two styles of trigger are available, both of which operate on the set-trigger principle. A trigger pull can be obtained which is extremely light, with no take-up, or a light double-stage pull can be adjusted.

---

**THE NEW CUSTOM SERIES**

For the first time custom hand engraved brand new great western S.A. FRONTIERS AND DERRINGERS. Immediate delivery if ordered now. Price includes custom nickel finish, hand engraving, special grips and many other high-quality refinements in finish and workmanship.

**S.A. FRONTIER**

22 Col. 5½" B.B.L. $120.00

(Gun complete and as shown above)

**COLT FRONTIERS CATALOG**

One of the largest selections of genuine Colt S.A. Frontiers offered. All calibers and finishes, low prices. Also Western Hoister sets, grips, parts, ammo, etc. (Price of catalog applies on first purchase)

PRICE 50c Postpaid

**DOUBLE BARRELLED DERRINGERS, 38 Cal.** $75.00

(Gun complete and as shown above)

**JUMBO USED GUN CATALOG**

Loaded with used Modern and Antique Gun Bargains. Colt Frontiers, Colt Percussions, Remington Percussions, Ammos, Parts, German Lugas, P-38's, Rifles, Shotguns, Thousands of hard-to-get items. (Price of catalog applies on first purchase)

PRICE $1.00 Postpaid

**EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO.**

Dept. O, 12418 Ventura Blvd. Studio City, Calif.

---

**HOLLYWOOD RELOADING EQUIPMENT**

**Hollywood "Micrometer" shot measure.** Required for fast accurate shotshell reloading...

Hollywood "Senior" reloading tool. Reloading rifle, pistol, shotshells and swages bullets, stripped...

Hollywood "Micrometer" powder measure, accurate and versatile...

Hollywood "Senior" reloading tool set-up. Complete for shotshell reloading, with powder and shot measures...

Hollywood "Senior" reloading tool. Shows set-up for swaging bullets...

Hollywood "Turret" reloading tools. Shown at left side set-up for shotshell reloading. Set-up for rifle or pistol reloading, a fast, versatile production tool...

**Hollywood Gun Shop**
6116 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

---

**RIFLE, PISTOL AND SHOTGUN COMPONENTS CARRIED IN STOCK**

FREE LITERATURE — DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS — ABOVE PRICES F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD
The rear trigger can be moved forward or back to the correct distance from the hand. The stock design strikes some shooters as very strange, but those who use the S & L finds it to be very comfortable. The butt plate can be adjusted on an arc for height, and adjusted also for length. A double-handle palm rest attaches by a single bolt, and can be adjusted fore-and-aft in one of six holes in the palm rest base. The front sling swivel can be adjusted 2.8" longitudinally.

Two S & L rifles were extensively tested, firing from bench rest and with telescopic sight and machine rest, at 100 yards. Both were in the Scandinavian 6.5 mm service caliber. The accuracy obtained from any rifle depends on the quality of ammunition used. That quality will vary considerably over the wide range of free rifle calibers. For this reason, accuracy comparisons of the various big-bore free rifles are not practicable. The S & L rifles were fired more to "see what they would do," than for purposes of making decimal-inch comparisons with other rifles.

Ammunition-factory-loaded in Norway, Sweden and Denmark (using Norma components) as well as hand-loaded ammunition using Norma and U.S. components was fired. Average extreme spread varied between 1.2" and 1.5". There was little difference in accuracy between factory-loads and handloads. While groups left much to be desired in the way of accuracy, the 6.5 mm cartridge is a pleasant one to fire because of the mild recoil. The long lock time of the rifle was objectionable, especially when firing from the standing position. Failures to extract occurred with cases that had been reload several times.

Shultz & Larsen's .22 action is extremely simple in design. The receiver has a length of only 5.6", with barrel length 28.4". The bolt handle is the locking lug. Three .22 S & L's were tested for accuracy at 100 yards in the machine rest, using several lots of ammunition. One rifle gave best accuracy with Remington Match ammunition, showing an extreme spread average of 0.98" for four 10-shot groups. Another rifle tested gave its best accuracy with Western Super Match cartridges, averaging 1.15". Still another rifle, with a barrel lighter than standard, gave an extreme spread average of 1.24" with Super Match after adjusting the bedding. This accuracy compares with that of the best target rifles mass-produced in the U.S.

Finnish "Lion" rifles used here have been imported by Firearms International Corp. A caliber .22 rifle, the Lion is based on a heavy receiver machined from a rectangular block of steel. Action length is 6.6", barrel length is 29.1". Weight complete with palm rest is 14.2 pounds. The bolt is unencumbered. Its handle is the single locking lug. The trigger is designed to give a light double-stage pull with fast operation. The well-proportioned stock is of birch wood. One of these rifles was tested for 100-yard accuracy in the machine rest, using several lots of ammunition. Best accuracy was obtained with Super Match, an extreme spread average of 0.94" with four 10-shot groups. The
largest group with this lot was 1.00" and the smallest was 0.80". This is exceptionally good accuracy.

Many Swiss free rifles are used by American shooters. Most have been manufactured by Hammerli, one of the largest arms producers in Switzerland. Hammerli's agent in the U.S. is Heinrich Grieder.

Swiss center-fire rifles generally use a modified military straight-pull bolt action, but the receiver is single shot type, 8.3" long. The bolt locks at the front of the receiver. The part which positions the cartridge in the chamber is held by another part carrying the locking lugs. Lock time on this action is comparatively long, since the firing pin falls about ½" and five-lever set triggers are used. Barrel length of the big-bore Hammerli is 29.5", weight about 17.6 pounds.

Swiss custom gunsmiths build Hammerli-type free rifles. Two Swiss craftsmen who built free rifles for U.S. shooters are Robert Burcher, Zurich, and Walter Lienhard of Kriens, both internationally-known free rifle shots. These rifles have the same general characteristics as those produced by Hammerli.

One Lienhard rifle in .30-06 was inspected and tested. The rifle was complete with a .22 "trainer" barrel insert. To convert the rifle for firing .22 it is only necessary to remove the bolt, insert the rifled tube, replace several parts in the .30-caliber bolt, and reassemble the bolt in the rifle.

The rifle gave surprisingly good sub-caliber accuracy, although the tube weighs only 0.28 pound and is not supported rigidly inside the caliber .30 barrel. Average extreme spread for four 10-shot groups fired at 100 yards with each of six lots of match ammunition, rifle in the machine rest, was only 1.45". The best average, 1.24", was fired with Super Match. Hammerli also produces a complete free rifle in .22 caliber. The design is similar to the German Walther rifle, and the stock and sight characteristics

---

**Save 70% on ammunition with LACHMILLER**

the tool that reloads them all!

- Shotgun shells
- Rifle cartridges
- Pistol cartridges
- Revolver cartridges

Also swages bullets and re-forms metallic cartridge cases

Have better-than-factory ammunition for as little as 30% of the cost of store bought shells... and with amazingly little work. Every feature of the Lachmiller combination reloading tool is a result of requests from experienced reloaders. Strictly precision throughout, the Lachmiller operates simply and smoothly with an easy downward motion.

A screwdriver and one minute's time converts from shotshell dies to rifle or pistol dies. You'll like the speedy, precise operation of the separate priming tool, and appreciate the built-in catcher for old primers, too.

**LACHMILLER IS THE RELOADER'S BEST BUY**

Combination tool, including shotshell loading and priming dies, one shell holder........... $60.00
Combination tool, including one set rifle or pistol dies, two shell holders............. 48.50

Send for FREE folder describing additional benefits for the Lachmiller reloader

---

**YOUR TARGET PISTOLS DESERVE THE BEST!**

**"THE SUPREME"**

THE NEW PISTOL CASE SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THE DISCRIMINATING TARGET SHOOTER.

This "well-balanced" custom-finished pistol case, ruggedly constructed with full length piano-hinge on the door means a life-time of service. Made to carry 4 pistols, as well as all scopes - including the large B & L Scope. Covered in natural simulated leather (specify Colonial Gray or Spanish Brown when ordering).

**COMPLETE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED . . . FULL REFUND FOR ANY REASON.**

**IMMEDIATE DELIVERY**

ORDER TODAY . . . ONLY $29.95.

check or money order, postage prepaid

**MARWYN CO.** 152 Chambers St.
New York 7, N. Y. Dept. GL
Dealer and jobber inquiries invited.
parallel the center-fire free rifles.

One of the most recent smallbore free rifles is the Anschutz, made in Germany. Anschutz rifles are imported by Stoeger Arms Corp. Bolt and receiver design is similar to the Walther and Hammerli, a small-sized "Mauser." The light, double-stage trigger pull is fast-acting. Two locking lugs hold the bolt in the receiver—the bolt handle is one lug. The cylindrical 7.7" receiver is fitted with a 28.3" barrel. With palm rest, the rifle weighs 15.3 pounds.

One Anschutz rifle was fired for test, machine rest, 100 yard enclosed range, four lots of ammunition. The best accuracy, in this German-made rifle, an average extreme spread of 1.00" for four 10-shot groups, was obtained with Super Match. The largest group was 1.10"; the smallest, 0.86".

There are two American free rifles on the scene, though neither is a factory-made gun. Roy Dunlap of Tucson, Arizona, converts various standard rifles into free rifles by rebarreling and restocking. He also produces a limited number of actions designed for free rifle use, including a left-handed model similar to the M52 Winchester. Since the receiver is not cut for magazine, it is more rugged than the M52. Dunlap uses Canjar triggers. His stocks are made by himself with a thumbhole design similar to the European pattern.

One Dunlap left-hand smallbore rifle with an Eric Johnson barrel was tested in the machine rest at 100 yards. Best accuracy was shown by Super Match, an average for four targets being 0.94". The largest group was 1.08", the smallest, 0.70".

The other American free rifle was unveiled at Camp Perry this past season. It was shown by Winchester, but they pointed out that the rifle was for display only and none had been made on a production basis. Foundation of the gun was the Model 70 action without the bottom cut for a magazine. The single shot receiver is somewhat stiffer than the standard M70, but the receiver is considerably lighter than that on most European free rifles. A bull-barrel was used, with a Dunlap stock. The trigger was a light, double-stage type similar to those on recently-designed European rifles.

Free rifles are in use on many ranges today, with scaled-down targets to adjust for the distance differences. There are no genuine free rifle ranges in the U.S. today, and the brief exposure to Olympic-type shooting at Camp Perry was under hastily improvised conditions. But many of the best position shooters in the U.S. have developed their skill with standard factory models of target rifles. Because of this, free rifle stocks and European free rifles are not the only arms shot according to ISU rules. Because a different technique must be used in shooting with a free rifle stock, some shooters prefer to develop a special technique for using the conventional stocks found on hunting and military rifles. Once it was unusual to see a shooter with a factory-made target rifle selling at $63.00 up.

Dealers Wanted
BUDDIE ARMS CO.
2226 East Lancaster
Fort Worth, Texas

ULTRA-RIFLED* PRODUCTION MADE RIFLE BARRELS

WORLD'S FINEST OFFER YOU
- Highest quality.
- Long Life.
- Straightest sporters.
- Best discounts (To gunsmiths).
- All calibers from .22 to .450.
- Chrome-moly steel.
- Low Cost.
- Finest Inside finish.
- Record holding Bench Rosters.
- Excellent delivery.
- Barrel fitting service (retail only).
- Stainless steel.

Ask for free data on all services.

G. R. DOUGLAS,
Life Member N. R. A.
Route 3, Box 435
Charleston, West Va.
decked out with assorted free-ride gadgets such as special Swiss butt plate, special trigger, and palm rest, but such combinations are becoming more common. They are a middle ground for solving the big question, "How free is a free rifle?"

In Europe the free rifle sells for about the same price as a centerfire hunting rifle made in this country. However, after the rifle passes through many hands between manufacturer and shooter, and the Treasury Department takes its cut, the price would never be recognized by the maker. Prices range from $188.50 for the strong and simply constructed Schultz & Larsen rifles to about $350 for the slick but complex Hammerlis when purchased over the counter in the U.S. Custom-made American free rifles are hardly any cheaper because the large arms companies refuse to sell actions separately. For example, in order to make up a free rifle on the Model 70 action, it is first necessary to buy the complete rifle. The barrel, sights, trigger and stock must then be discarded. New custom barrels, stocks, and triggers run to money because of the high cost for skilled labor.

It's certain free rifles aren't "free" by a good many dollars. But they return rewards to the riflemen which outweigh mere first cost. Free rifle shooting is tough, and when you "stand on your hind legs and shoot like a man," the 300-meter target dwindles to miles away. Then when you do hold well and shoot a good score, you have the satisfaction of knowing that it isn't just your gang or club you're shooting against. Free rifle shooting is international. Your records are measured by the world.

If You're A Handloader, You'll Want...

GUNS TRANSPARENT
INERTIA BULLET PULLER
The Only Bullet Puller That Pulls Bullets Without a Trace!

Pulls 'em all—.22 Hornet thru .45/70—
clean as a whistle! No scarred bullets or bent cases. Easy to use, saves loads of time!

Made of hard durable Tenite plastic.

Price includes complete set of fittings for full range, .22 Hornet thru .45/70 plus most wildcats and magnums.

DEALERS: Write us for name of your nearest jobber.

---

FOR GRIPS
BUY RIGHT WITH FRANZITZE!

FOR ALL AMERICAN,
MANY FOREIGN GUNS!

Non-slip, Precision-Fit—Non-Breakable, Guaranteed!

FRANZITZE GRIPS are the most durable made. Beautiful colors, smooth, checkered, staghorn and fancy carved, truly distinctive. Longwearing; unaffected by moisture and perspiration. Most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not chip or peel; luster, color are permanent.

In conventional or conversion styles; also target grips with or without thumb rest. Available for all popular guns in: ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut, Black and Staghorn finishes. All at surprisingly low cost, $2.50 to $8.00...

see our complete catalog!

FRANZITZE GRIPS ARE SOLD UNDER OUR GUARANTEE

Write Today For Copy Of
FREE CATALOG
28-page book; prices, illustrates grips for all American makes, plus many Foreign.

Sports, Inc. 5501 Broadway Dept. CH-1 Chicago 40, Ill.
borders on the miraculous, and certainly would require persistent study and endless practice.

After spending years in the developing of speed with revolvers and pistols, I am very careful about criticising any reports along these lines, but the reports of tenth-second complete quick-draws just do not fit with the hundreds of tests we have conducted with electric timing equipment. The quarter-second draw—which allows 2½ times 1/10 of a second—squeezes the time down to what I believe to be very close to the limit of human reaction time and hand speed. It is my firm belief based on prolonged and very extensive experience with this sort of quick-draw experiments that no person ever has or ever will perform a complete quick draw in one tenth of a second. This is regardless of all the statements I have seen in print, or who issued them.

The other amazing performance called to my attention concerned dropping of a half-dollar, drawing a single action revolver, cocking it, firing a shot and hitting the half-dollar before it dropped four inches.

Gravity is on the job every instant and does not favor anyone. We actually built a special timing device to time this particular performance. The longest period of time our timer allowed us for this half-dollar to drop the four inches was fifteen one hundredths of a second, Mathematicians figuring the speed of a falling body cut the time even shorter, to 1/10 of a second or less. Allowing for hand-travel from the point at which the coin was dropped, just what would the actual drawing time have to be? It would be very interesting to know just what timing methods were employed to arrive at the tenth second claimed. Has any reliable evidence (such as the records of electrically controlled timing equipment) ever been furnished to verify such statements—or are they just chatter?

We have often heard of persons who could do things in “less than no time,” but to date we have never been permitted to observe any such performances.

A fairly satisfactory test of your own speed on this coin-drop stunt without the use of expensive timing equipment, can be set up as follows: on any upright object more than four inches high, measure off and mark the four inch elevation. Then hold the half-dollar with the right hand in position for releasing, and hold the left hand close to the releasing point, with thumb extended close to the coin hand. As the coin is released by the right hand, grab for the thumb of the left hand as it was a gun grip. See if you can grasp your thumb before the coin hits the table. You’ll find this experiment interesting and somewhat surprising. Yet, as the original performance was described, you would still have to draw
that gun (represented by the thumb), cock it, point it correctly, fire the shot, and hit the dropping half-dollar. Very simple in telling; not so easy in the doing!

Personally, I am greatly interested in his timing methods and equipment; also in his announcement of the quarter-second draw. This is very close to being the ultimate speed if we allow a little latitude on the safety-margin side.

Before I wrote my book, "Fast and Fancy Revolver Shooting," in 1938, I set the super-speed draw at approximately one-quarter second when all conditions were just right and favorable. Close observation since then of many very fast quick-draw performers has not changed my conclusion.

Certainly it would be a very worthwhile undertaking to get all the television and moving picture stars, men and women, together and have a thorough workout with accurate timing equipment under the supervision of persons who know the game thoroughly, to determine definitely each one's relative skill and ability. Such a get-together session would give everybody a square deal and establish everyone's relative standing.

Because my hands, arms and shoulders are crippled with arthritis, I do not take part in such activities at the present time. But my co-workers and the electronics expert who was most intimate in the construction of our electrically-controlled hundredth-of-a-second timing equipment would be happy to assist in such a competition. They would be willing to come to Hollywood with the equipment and conduct such a session. A pair of silver-plated Peacemaker Colts has been offered by the Colt firearms company as a prize to the winner. The ivory handles will be inscribed with the winner's name and an appropriate title, like "Top Gun of the West," or "The Fastest Man Alive."
New... HUNTER HAT

XXX Quality Fur Felt in Colors

Bright Red — Safety for those wanting maximum protection. Game is color blind, but hunters are not. Also in Woods Brown and other colors. Nice enough to wear anywhere—durable enough for a hunter. Your name in gold free.

Complete Descriptive Folder on Request
HUNTER HATS, Box 7261, Ft. Worth 11, Tex.

$12.50 Postpaid

MULTI-TARGET HOLDER
U. S. Patent No. 2,272,240
TEN target frames in ONE. SHOOTERS biggest BOON since NOAH'S time. Tops it too for time saving air rifle or archery set. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Postpaid...

T. H. ADAMSON
Dept. 61, Buffalo, N. Y.

FOREIGN PARTS SPECIALIST

BOB LOVELL, BOX 481, ELMHURST, ILL.

BUCK LIFETIME HANDMADE KNIVES
Their famous edge holding temper is the joy of the sportsman the country over. Get your order in for a "BUCK." Prices start at $3.75.

FREE FOLDER

H. H. BUCK & SON
1272 Morena Blvd., Box 972 ... SAN DIEGO 16, CALIF.

"OSTER" SHOOTING ACCESSORIES
A complete line of all types of shooting equipment, including surplus shooting mats that retail at half the price of other mats on the market. Mail orders filled promptly.

Write for free literature and prices.
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Llanerch Gun Shop
2800 Township Line, Upper Darby, Penna.

MAUSER RIFLE SAFETY custom-fitted to bolt sleeve is lighter... MAUSER SAFETY, positive functioning, and easy to flip on or off. Sportsman's model at $12.60 installed does not lock bolt closed, is positive safety when "on." Auto-selective type at $17.50 installed locks the bolt forward if desired. In middle position, bolt can be opened and closed with safety on. Both types can be used with lowest scope mounting, and design of safety does not affect functioning of any trigger. Will be supplied in blue or bright finish to match finish of bolt sleeve. Complete fitting job done to your bolt sleeve by Modern Gun Shop, Dept. Ga, 2422 Chicago Dr. S. W., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

BUFFALO HORN:
ROUGH SAWED BUTT PLATES

¾" Thick $2.45
¾" Thick $3.40

TRIGGER GUARDS FOR PISTOL GRIPS

Frances E. 32 Cannon St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TR2A

DOUBLE THE KILLING POWER

Showing the mushroom effect of a lead revolver bullet that has been hollow pointed by a GOERG HOLLOW POINTER, compared to a solid point bullet. Available for .45 Colt, .44 Mag., .44 Special, .357 Magnum, and .38 Special. Retail $4.95.

The Goerg Holster is the only shoulder holster designed for the hunter, or the active man. Retail $15.50. Dealers inquire.

GOERG ENTERPRISES
3009 S. Laurel Washington

COLT DRAGOON .44 REVOLVER brand new but only 6" long is one of many fine miniature firearms offered by Fred Thacker, 443 Cortez Drive, Dept. Ga, El Paso, Texas. Exceptionally fine craftsmanship is found in these hand-made scale model firearms, which are produced in a machine shop no larger than a sewing cabinet. Walker Colt just 6" long, an exact replica of the Texas Paterson 6" long, and tiny 3" Navy and Army Remington pistols are a few of the guns listed in Thacker's handsome photo folder catalog which costs $1. Prices of these tiny but shootable miniatures range from $75 to $155 or more, depending on complexity of the gun. These tiny arms are crafted from fine Swedish steel, far superior to the original gun iron from which their big counterparts were made. The steel must be such good quality because chips and tears in working that would pass unnoticed in the big guns would ruin the tiny guns. Each miniature sold by Thacker must be perfect.

MAUSER RIFLE SAFETY... MAUSER SAFETY, positive functioning, and easy to flip on or off. Sportsman's model at $12.60 installed does not lock bolt closed, is positive safety when "on." Auto-selective type at $17.50 installed locks the bolt forward if desired. In middle position, bolt can be opened and closed with safety on. Both types can be used with lowest scope mounting, and design of safety does not affect functioning of any trigger. Will be supplied in blue or bright finish to match finish of bolt sleeve. Complete fitting job done to your bolt sleeve by Modern Gun Shop, Dept. Ga, 2422 Chicago Dr. S. W., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

BUFFALO HORN:
ROUGH SAWED BUTT PLATES

¾" Thick $2.45
¾" Thick $3.40

TRIGGER GUARDS FOR PISTOL GRIPS

Frances E. 32 Cannon St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TR2A

DOUBLE THE KILLING POWER

Showing the mushroom effect of a lead revolver bullet that has been hollow pointed by a GOERG HOLLOW POINTER, compared to a solid point bullet. Available for .45 Colt, .44 Mag., .44 Special, .357 Magnum, and .38 Special. Retail $4.95.

The Goerg Holster is the only shoulder holster designed for the hunter, or the active man. Retail $15.50. Dealers inquire.

GOERG ENTERPRISES
3009 S. Laurel Washington
BAHLER SELF ALIGNING DIES for perfectly concentric neck sizing and seating bullets without tipping or wrinkling case necks is a new wrinkle in loading tools, designed on a new principle. The shells are supported in two floating spring-loaded bushings which automatically center each case when inserted. The design is especially good for neck sizing and seating bullets in your fire-formed cases, and the dies may be made especially for the unique shape of cases from your pet rifle—they are customized and fitted to your fire-formed cases. Calibers available are .30, 7 mm, .270, .65 mm, .25, 6 mm and .22 on any case, standard or wildcat. By keeping the shell neck concentric during the bullet seating operation, Bahlerr dies prevent loading lopsided rounds which cause inaccuracy by chambering the bullets off-center. Die body is threaded for standard presses, and comes complete for one cartridge at $25.75 from Bahlerr Die Shop, Dept. Ga, Coos Bay, Oregon, or see your dealer.

PLASTIC CARTRIDGE BOX for .44 and .45 pistol shells hold 50 rounds and fills a need for neglected big gun fans. Same firm makes a new hinged lid shotshell box and cartridge boxes for other handgun and rifle calibers, in either white or opaque green. Boxes are permanent, may be washed and kept clean, and are excellent for carrying cartridges in your shooting kit to keep special loads together. They are not damaged by grease on lubricated cartridges and make ideal storage boxes for custom ammo or for storage. Caliber, load and other data may easily be written on the label while translucent white plastic often allows visual identification of contents without opening box. Any color or caliber sells for $1.50 each, from your dealer or Brad's Gun Shop, Dept. Ga, Lake Jackson, Texas.

NEW UNIFLOW POWDER MEASURE is designed to throw extremely accurate charges of rifle and pistol powders. Cylinder is ground and lapped so powder dust won't clog drum. Non-clog drop tube takes all calibers. Bracket permits bench attachment, or % x 14 threads allow measure to be attached to turret tools for progressive loading. Sells for $19.95 from R.C.B.S. Gun & Die Shop, PO Box 729, Oroville, Calif.

BAHLER SELF ALIGNING DIES for perfectly concentric neck sizing and seating bullets without tipping or wrinkling case necks is a new wrinkle in loading tools, designed on a new principle. The shells are supported in two floating spring-loaded bushings which automatically center each case when inserted. The design is especially good for neck sizing and seating bullets in your fire-formed cases, and the dies may be made especially for the unique shape of cases from your pet rifle—they are customized and fitted to your fire-formed cases. Calibers available are .30, 7 mm, .270, .65 mm, .25, 6 mm and .22 on any case, standard or wildcat. By keeping the shell neck concentric during the bullet seating operation, Bahlerr dies prevent loading lopsided rounds which cause inaccuracy by chambering the bullets off-center. Die body is threaded for standard presses, and comes complete for one cartridge at $25.75 from Bahlerr Die Shop, Dept. Ga, Coos Bay, Oregon, or see your dealer.
RARE DUELLING PISTOLS made in France about 1850 are but one of the handsome sets of fine guns and other collector's weapons in stock at the Museum of Historical Arms, 1038 Alton Rd., (Dept. Ga.), Miami Beach 39, Florida. More than 1500 other types of pistols, revolvers, edged weapons, armor and related items for sale are listed in the museum's 204-page catalog Reference Book. All items are photographed, completely described and priced, and include arms from the earliest matchlock through wheel lock, flint lock and percussion to cartridge arms, American and European, duelers, martials, derringers, frontiers, every type that was ever made. Catalog price of $1 is refunded on first purchase from the Museum of Historical Arms.

CENTAURE DOUBLE SHOTGUN imported by Continental Arms Corp., Dept. Ga., 597 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N.Y., is a quality, hand-finished scattergun incorporating the attention to detail and finish which shooters expect from the better European makers. With 26, 28 and 30-inch barrels, in 12 and 20 gauge handling high velocity 2¾" shells, the Centaure weighs in between 6 and 7 pounds depending on gauge and length. Triple lock with top bolt and side clips to further strengthen the gun when closed. Continental's neat double has automatic safety, matted rib with bead front sight, and full beavertail forearm giving excellent balance and swing. For full details, prices and catalog, write to Continental Arms Corp., Dept. Ga, 697 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

NEW WILLIAMS SIGHT is the sturdy 5D-56 made for Marlin's 56 smallbore "leveromatic" rifle, tapped especially for this sight. The new Williams is of high-strength alloy weighing an almost-weightless ¼ ounce. Low mounted, it does not require a new front sight. Visibility is high for snap shooting, with field uncluttered by posts or knobs, yet large extension aperture affords full peep sight advantage for accuracy. Screw-adjustable for windage and elevation, the new sight sells for $5 from your dealer, or write to Williams Gun Sight Co., Dept. Ga, 7300 Lapeer Rd., Davidson, Michigan.

JAEGER SPORTING RIFLES are among the best-finished, accurate and reliable custom built guns. Paul Jaeger is turning out cleanly-styled spotters and varmint rifles on FN Mauser actions with carefully rifled chrome-moly barrels for long life and accuracy. Rifles are available in most popular calibers from .222 through .35 Whelen. Typical Jaeger rifle is stocked in French walnut...
THALSON SHOT SHELL TRIMMER

is a professional-quality hand tool which gives a "professional" look to your reloaded shotshells by neatly truing up the edges and reducing stretched or uneven cases to a constant length. It saves shells normally thrown away, and by using a common razor blade broken in half is literally "sharp as a razor." Cutter may be positively adjusted for length as little as $1.70 up to $3.35 for deluxe custom grade Mannlicher sporters. Restocking from as little as $170 up to $335 for luxury custom grade Jaeger sporters.

PARKER CARTRIDGE CLIP offers the convenience of the Civil War belt packet for ammunition with the durability of modern non-glare plastic. Like an enclosed pistol magazine lying sideways, the Parker clip contains a follower and spring which keeps the last shell in line constantly in view, easily removed for firing by pulling it out of the clip. New model now is full-sized, will hold 10 cartridges of .30-06 caliber including long service bullets and Remington bronze points. Also holds 8 mm Mauser, 270, 7 x 57 mm, and many other rimless rounds. Ideal for carrying spare rounds in the field, and useful for the shooter whether he has a single shot rolling block or an automatic rifle.

PROTECT the TIPS WITH PARKER "Cartridge Clip"

Holds TEN
30-06, 8mm., 270, 7mm.

Cartridges at your FINGERTIPS for FAST RELOADING

High Impact Plastic (Guaranteed) if not at your dealer, Price $3.00 p.d.

HOLIDAY MFG. CO., DEPT. G
Grand Island, Nebr.

Jobbers & Dealers Inquiries Invited

Our illustrated catalog and lists for the current year mailed upon request of 25 cents. Same-day service! All shipments made prepaid.

DEALERS: Write on your letterhead for our prepaid wholesale catalog.

ROBERT S. FRIELICH
411 Broadway
NEW YORK 13 N. Y.

THALSON SHOTSHELL TRIMMER

is a professional-quality hand tool which gives a "professional" look to your reloaded shotshells by neatly truing up the edges and reducing stretched or uneven cases to a constant length. It saves shells normally thrown away, and by using a common razor blade broken in half is literally "sharp as a razor." Cutter may be positively adjusted for length as little as $1.70 up to $3.35 for deluxe custom grade Mannlicher sporters. Restocking from as little as $170 up to $335 for deluxe custom grade Jaeger sporters.

PARKER CARTRIDGE CLIP offers the convenience of the Civil War belt packet for ammunition with the durability of modern non-glare plastic. Like an enclosed pistol magazine lying sideways, the Parker clip contains a follower and spring which keeps the last shell in line constantly in view, easily removed for firing by pulling it out of the clip. New model now is full-sized, will hold 10 cartridges of .30-06 caliber including long service bullets and Remington bronze points. Also holds 8 mm Mauser, 270, 7 x 57 mm, and many other rimless rounds. Ideal for carrying spare rounds in the field, and useful for the shooter whether he has a single shot rolling block or an automatic rifle.

TYLER T-GRIP fits your hand "to a t" and aids in controlling the kick of snubbed .38's carried by plainclothesmen and guards. Small lump on grip adapter gives firmer hold during recoil. Made of aluminum, T-Grip comes polished to match nickel guns, blued finish for blued guns, or bright chrome, sells for $2.75, from Holiday Mfg. Co., Dept. Ga, Grand Island, Nebraska, or your dealer.

THE GIFT FOR A GUNNER

If he owns a gun he will welcome and prize this handy, useful kit.

HOPPE'S GUN CLEANING PACK contains every Hoppe's preparation needed for the cleaning, care and protection of guns. Gun dealers sell it or, if out, we'll send it postpaid on receipt of $1.25.

FRANK A. HOPPE, INC. 2313 N. 8th Street, Philadelphia 33, Pa.

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS. 11 S. 16th St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

WONDERSIGHT

The long-range sight with click-micrometer windage for S&W and COLT Revolvers. Attached in a jiffy! Neat, compact and sturdy, heat-treated and bleed with white graduations.

$3.50 Prepaid S&W Guns require no gunsmithing to attach. Colt guns require drilling and tapping one hole.

Shipped postpaid for only $4.95 Dealer inquiries solicited

FIREARMS DEVELOPMENT LABS. Box 25, Duarte, Calif.

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS are my business and I make them fast, at brilliant colors, by precision machinery. Send large list.

C. D. CAHOON DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

YOU-MAKE-'EM GUN KITS

Full size finished product so authentic that it's difficult to tell it from the real thing!

VICKERY MODEL GUN CO.

Post Office Box 92 Oak Park, Illinois
GUNS & AMMUNITION

30 CALIBER 12-SHOT high-power precision Swiss rifle, silk-smooth action, fine bores with 6 inch barrel, new and unfired condition, $14.95.

40 Military cartridges $5.00: Hunting cartridges $2.50 per 20. Free brochure.


SWISS ARMY Rifles $8 Famous Schmidt-Rubin Model 1911 bolt-action centerfire, fast loading detachable magazine. Excellent condition, while they last 15.25 (2 of these fine rifles $27.50). Also available a finest light weight sporter with 22" barrel only $25.50. Ammunition $2.25 box 20 (1000 rounds $35.00 2000 rounds $29.50). Free recoil pad and zippered gun case with each rifle.

FIREARMS: THE Famous British Current Issue No. 3S Short Lee Enfield (No. 4 Mark 1) Deluxe Lightening Military Issue, 10 shot detachable magazine repeater. Light and compact 30-06 caliber $33.00, .303 caliber $24.50. Also available as an individual design. Immediate shipment. International Firearms, 1111 Bleury, Montreal, Que.


AMMUNITION: .45 A.C.P. $4.25 per 100. 1000 rounds $35.00, 2000 rounds $29.50, 10,000 rounds $24.50 per 1000. Shipped duty free. Immediate shipment. International Firearms, 1111 Bleury, Montreal, Que.

FOUR PERCUSSION cap pistols, English circa, 1830, very good condition. Only $59.95 each. Immediate shipment. International Firearms, 22 Kingman, St. Albans, Vermont.


COLT SINGLE Actions fair to good. $50.00 & $60.00. Completely restored with new Colt barrels & cylinders, blue or nickel, $87.50. Catalog 25 cents. Colt Firearm Company, Box 201, Griffin, Georgia.

COLD SINGLE Actions, fair to good, $50.00 & $60.00. Completely restored with new Colt barrels & cylinders, blue or nickel, $87.50. Catalog 25 cents. Colt Firearm Company, Box 201, Griffin, Georgia.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE COMPLETE illustrated catalog. Leatherette kits, supplies. Also big Metalcraft catalog. Write now for either or both. J. C. McCauley, Box 6544C, 820 W. 30th St., Chicago 24, Ill.

$1.00 BUY ALASKA $1.00. Authentic No. 1U. S. Enfield Bayonet. Jap 6.5mm Arisaka. 6.5mm Mauser. Jap 6.5mm Kar. 7.62mm Jap. Free brochure. Check Cash or Money Order To: Alaska Northern Enterprises, P. O. Box 1101, Anchorage, Alaska.

BUY SURPLUS direct from Government,打猎, fishing, hunting, fishing, camping, sporting equipment, photography, power tools, machinery & hundreds others listed in our Bulletin "Surplus Sales," Price $1.00. Box 149H11, Hyde, S. Conn.

FREE CATALOG

"Quick-Draw" Holsters

- CUSTOM MADE
- THE BEST SINCE 1897

S. D. MYERS SADDLE CO.
P. O. BOX 1505
E. PASO, TEXAS

NEW
FOR YOUR HANDGUN

□ BETTER ACCURACY
□ MORE KILLING POWER
□ NO BARREL LEADING with

HARVEY PROT-X-BORE BULLETS

PROT-X-BORE BULLETS combine a lead bullet with a zinc base, either when swaged or cast. Provides greater accuracy and killing power. The zinc base keeps the barrel clean of corrosion or leading. SWAGED BULLETS, Moulding EQUIPMENT and SWAGING DIES AVAILABLE.


Write for free description price list.

LAKEVILLE ARMS, INC.
100 HOLLEY STREET • LAKEVILLE, CONN.

OUR SECRET FOR SALE

Old "Time Tested" reliable, triple action product is now available for the first time. Especially developed for the finest gun operation and maintenance—thoroughly (1) Cleans, (2) Lubricates and (3) Preserves all surfaces and working parts.

"Nothing Like It Anywhere"

A Life Time's Supply at your Finger Tips. Send $1.00 for Formula M-88

ALADDIN SPORT CENTER
315 Elks Bldg. Springfield, Ill.

HOLLYWOOD FAST DRAW HOLSTER

Finest Fast Draw Holster Made

Used by top movie stars and studios. Especially designed for single action Colt, Ruger and Great Western. Made of finest leather available, two thicknesses (lining and outside). Designed and used by ARVO OJALA, Hollywood's top fast-draw artist and instructor... featured in JULY GUNS MAGAZINE.

Holster is metal lined and formed to fit the gun. Each gun belt especially hand made and customized to your personal measurements. Send your exact waist and hip measurements, gun make, calibre and barrel length.

Plain Black or Natural

Single $39.50

Double $59.50

Carved or special orders—send for information

Enclose 25¢ deposit (money order) with order.

HOLLYWOOD FAST DRAW HOLSTER

ARVO OJALA
6509 Goldwater Canyon • North Hollywood, Calif. • Phone: Poplar 3-4391

DEERSKIN TANNING

And CUSTOM MADE into

Jackets — Gloves —

Mittens

Write for Free Circular

UBER Tanning Co., Owatonna, Minnesota

New Book for Frontier Owners

"HOME GUNSMITHING and the COLT SINGLE ACTION FRONTIER REVOLVER" by Loren W. Smith

Illustrated with Numerous Sketches and Photographs

PRICE $5.00 POSTPAID. Sold on a satisfaction or money refunded basis. Order now for immediate delivery direct from the publisher, send your check or money order today to "O.D.B." 100 HOLLEY STREET, GUNROOM PUBLISHING COMPANY, Post Office Box 101, Kemmer 17, New York.

"MODERN TAXIDERMIST Magazine," Greenfield Center, 11 N.Y. Devoted exclusively to Taxidermy Methods. Photos. Trial Year's Subscription, $1.00.

FINELY DETAILLED Sculptor Taxidermy, 37 years experience. A. E. Masters, Master-Taxidermist, 1174 Beaver St., Missouri, Mont.

BOOKLET—"How to mount Deer heads" $1.50; Glass eyes, Sculp. Supplies, Antlers—Moonlight Elk, African Antelope, Fur rugs, Pumas, Grizzly, Tiger, Lion, Hofmann's Taxidermy Studios, 1025 Gates, Brooklyn 21, N. Y.

WANTED

WANTED: REMINGTON hand guns in fine condition, also Remington catalogs prior to 1912. W. F. Florence, 60 Mt. Vernon St., Reading, Mass.


ENDOSCOPE $1.25. Sales $1.95 per pair. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.

RIFLE SLINGS, web, new, U.S. Govt. Surplus, 1.5" wide, $1.00 each; 3 for $3.00. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.

CARRIYALL, CANVAS Roll with straps and handle, large size, for trailers, campers, baseball players, etc. Govt. Surplus, brand new, value $12.50—Special $2.25 each. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.


GOOGLES, Gov't. Surplus, for industrial use, skating, motorcyclists and auto driving. Value $12.50. Sales $1.95 per pair. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.

HAND SIGHTING Levels. Improved new model, many uses, for laying drains, ditches, foundations, grading, contouring, laying out of fences, roads and gardens, judiciously guaranteed. $2.50 Postpaid. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.

GOGGLES Gov't. Surplus, for industrial use. Plans $2.00. C. Heitler Margaretville, N. Y.

DEER SKIN TANNING

And CUSTOM MADE into

Jackets — Gloves —

Mittens

Write for Free Circular

UBER Tanning Co., Owatonna, Minnesota

New Book for Frontier Owners

"HOME GUNSMITHING and the COLT SINGLE ACTION FRONTIER REVOLVER" by Loren W. Smith

Illustrated with Numerous Sketches and Photographs

PRICE $5.00 POSTPAID. Sold on a satisfaction basis. Order now for immediate delivery direct from the publisher, send your check or money order today to "O.D.B." 100 HOLLEY STREET, GUNROOM PUBLISHING COMPANY, Post Office Box 101, Kemmer 17, New York.

"MODERN TAXIDERMIST Magazine," Greenfield Center, 11 N.Y. Devoted exclusively to Taxidermy Methods. Photos. Trial Year's Subscription, $1.00.

FINELY DETAILLED Sculptor Taxidermy, 37 years experience. A. E. Masters, Master-Taxidermist, 1174 Beaver St., Missouri, Mont.

BOOKLET—"How to mount Deer heads" $1.50; Glass eyes, Sculp. Supplies, Antlers—Moonlight Elk, African Antelope, Fur rugs, Pumas, Grizzly, Tiger, Lion, Hofmann's Taxidermy Studios, 1025 Gates, Brooklyn 21, N. Y.

WANTED

WANTED: REMINGTON hand guns in fine condition, also Remington catalogs prior to 1912. W. F. Florence, 60 Mt. Vernon St., Reading, Mass.

Hunters-Shooters
Now YOU can HAVE

The Original
AMAZING

ITHACA
RAYBAR SIGHT

on Your
Favorite Shotgun

- Helps you get "on target" Faster and stay on!
- It works on a scientific light-gathering principle that is actually amazing.
  No More Misses because of poor light. You can improve your shooting under any outdoor lighting conditions: Dawn, Dusk, Rain or Fog.

IT'S THE FIRST MAJOR IMPROVEMENT IN SHOTGUN FRONT SIGHTS IN HISTORY. IT'S YOUR SIGHT THAT NEVER FAILS.

FITS ALL SHOTGUNS

Only 2.95 Each
INSTALLATION EXTRA

AVAILABLE AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER'S OR GUNSMITH

Send 25¢ for Booklet on Shooting Tips and Featherlight Information.

Since 1880 — Great Guns

ITHACA GUN CO. Inc.
Dept. 535 ITHACA, N. Y.

IT'S NEW! IT'S FUN! IT'S GREAT PRACTICE!

aluminum

Covey Hand Trap

Throws 1, 2 or 3 standard clay targets

Wt. 1/2 lb.
$9.95

Light, strong, has no moving parts, anyone can swing 'em out with the greatest of ease—at any angle and up to 60 yards. See it at your dealer's. Send for FREE folder.

O. F. MOSSBERG & SONS, INC.
74501 St. John St., New Haven 5, Conn.

J. L. GALEF & SON, INC.
85 Chambers St., New York 7, N. Y
Dept. C-157

Please send me your FREE two color brochure on Whitney sport Pistol including full specifications.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

I own the following guns:

"After all, I didn't have the heart to kill him."

"Honest, it was a forest primeval when I was up here some moons ago!"
There's a Reason Why!

BERETTA
the World's Finest Pocket Pistol
is
America's Largest Selling Pocket Pistol!

Americans appreciate fine quality. You want only the finest in a pocket pistol for your own self-assurance and self-confidence. You depend upon these silent companions for your protection at home, or on your hunting and fishing trips. You enjoy plinking and sport shooting in the woods, and your personal safety is ensured when you carry a Beretta.

Yes, there is a reason Beretta leads all other pistols—each gun carries more cartridges for its weight and size than any other—it's important.

Beretta makes the world's only genuine feather-weight pocket pistol.

Minx®

MINX .22 CAL. — Automatic single action design. Hinged barrel. 10 ozs. 7 shots.
M2 (Overall length 4½") $33.50
M4 (Overall length 6½") $35.00

Jetfire®

JETFIRE .25 CAL. — Automatic single action design. Hinged barrel. 10 ozs. 7 shots.
Beretta Blue Jetfire $33.50

Plinker®

PLINKER .22 LR CAL. — Overall length 6¼"
Weights only 17 ozs. 10 shots.
Beretta Plinker Blue $43.95
with Mother of Pearl Handles $52.50
Comb. 2 Barrels 3½', 6" $55.00

Olympic®

OLYMPIC .22 SHORT OR LR "Winner of the Olympic Matches."
Olympic .22 Short Cal. $187.50
Olympic .22 LR Cal. $187.50

Puma®

PUMA .32 CAL. — 5½" overall length. 18 ozs. 9 shots, Blue
with Mother of Pearl Handles $52.75
Beretta Puma Chrome $51.00
Chrome with Pearl Handles $60.25

Cougar®

COUGAR .380 CAL. — 5½" overall length.
Weights 24 ozs. 8 shots, Blue
Blue with Pearl Handles $54.50
Beretta Cougar Chrome $52.75
Chrome with Pearl Handles $62.00

POWER...
from the hands of experts...
BERETTA
since 1680

United States Distributor
J.L. GALEF & SON, INC.,
85 Chambers Street, New York 7, New York

© 1956

Shooters: FREE Illustrated Color Catalog. See coupon on Page 66
Gives a Lifetime of Shooting Fun . . .

There are many things about these Hi-Standards that no other .22 handguns can match.

That's why when top pistol shots shoot it out on the firing line, most of them put their trust in Hi-Standard.

This year at Camp Perry, three times more Hi-Standards were used than any other make. And, for the third consecutive year, the National .22 Pistol Championship was won with a Hi-Standard.

Whether you aim to shoot in Olympic or National competition, pack along a handgun in your fishing kit, sharpen your eye with basement shooting or outdoor plinking, you'll do your best with your choice of a Hi-Standard priced from $37.00 to $78.00.

Interchangeable barrels on many models permit quick, low-cost switch from target model to sporter version. Save money, too, with the unique Conversion Kit that lets you shoot both long rifles and shorts in the same Hi-Standard.

See the full line at your dealer's, or let us rush free full-color catalog #24.